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The idea for this Journal has cone froD the craduate 
students of the Sub-Faculty of J~thropoloGY at Oxford: in 
particular fron those at the Institute of Social lJlthropoloi.:;"y.
Papers Given at graduate se~inars, and prelirxinary ideas 
arisinG fron work for the DiploOQS and hicher decrees, very
ofton nerit wider circulation and discussion, without 
necessarily beine ready for foroDl publication in professional 
journe~s. There is a need for sone internediate forn of 
exchange. The Oxford University JUlthropological Society has 
agreed to act as publisher for this venture and has established 
a Journal Sub-Corr~ttee for this purpose. 

lie hope to produce one issue per tern. ll.rticlos will 
be welconed fron students in social and other brtmches of 
anthropolOGY, and froD people in other disciplines intor
ested in social anthropolOGY. Letters, coonents,and reviews 
will also be welcone. It is ,hoped that these essays in 
anthropology will· provide a fonus ,for the discussion of 
work beinG dono at Oxford. For the present, it is preferred 
that the nain enphasis should be upon analytical discussion 
rather than on description or ethnography. 

We have been extronely ~atified by the interest 
shown in the Journal so far. We have, as yet not recouped aJ.l 
the expenses of the first two issues and have therefore been 
obliGed to adopt a sonewhat,less oxpensive fornat for this 
present issue. We ask indulGence for this and elso apolOGize 
to those subscribers in ether universities who have, in the 
past, been kept waitinG for their copies. 

There are still' a nurilier.of Vol.l nos 1 and 2 
available. Those Wishing to purchase :e~y back issu~s should 
write to the Editors enclosing 3/- for no 1 and 4/3 for no 2. 

Papers should be as short as is necessary to Get the 
point over. ~s a General rule, they should not exceed 4,000 
words. For future. issues, papers shoulcl be subnitted followinG 
the conventions for citations, notes an~ references used in 
the ASA nonograph~. 

Conounications should be addressed to the Editors 
at the Institute of So~iel ~U1thropoloG"Y, 51 Banbury Road, 
Oxford. 
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SOCI,L,L 1..NTHROPOLOGY l~T OXFORD 

Introduction 

These notes Day be of interest to past, present and future 
students at the Institute of Social l~thropology. Further 
details will be found in the following articles and 
neDoranda, froD which nost of the facts cited have been 
taken~ 

1.	 E.E. Evans-Pritchard 'The Institute of Social 
JUlthropology', The Oxford 
Magazine, April 26, 1951. 

2.	 'The Teaching of Sdci~l 
Anthropology at Oxford', 
~,1959, 180. 

3. iUlthropologyat Oxford;Holywell Press, 1953. 
Menorandun to the General Board on 'the Professorship
of Social .tnthropology' sUboitt9~ by re£fesontatives 
of the Faculty Board of l..nthropolegY and Geography,1969. 

4. Proposed new Honour School of i..nthropology:
',Connunication froD the General Board, 1949. ' 

Position in the university.' 

Without going into the conplicated structure 'of the . 
university - Convocation, Congregation, General Board and 
all that - this note should suffice. When Tylor lectured 
he presunably did so (as Keeper of, the University Museum) 
to the few who were interested enough to attend, nostly
ladies. ~rhen Marett becaneReader' in Social IUlthropology
in 1910 I suppose he lectured in that capacity to those 
who registered for the Diploon in ~~thropology, the. 
University having given its recognition of the existence 
of the SUbject by the setting up of the Diplooain 1905 
(the first exanination was held in the acadenic year· . 1907-08) under. a CorElittee for knthropology. This was the 
first course in Anthropology in a British university. In 
1914 Social l..nthropology was recognized as 'the Departncnt
of Social l~thropology' with adninistrative and financial 
autonony.Radcliffe-Brown changed, I think to no purpose,
its title ,to 'the Institute of Soc1all:.nthropology' by so 
heading its notepf1.per. So w,e arc an Institute in nanc, but 
I suppose that' ive are in reality' a Departnent of the 

, Faculty of l..nthropology and Geography. . 

In 1938 the Conoittee for l:.nthropology c~d the Board 
of Studies for Geography (together with tho Conoittee for 
Geography) were joined together to forn anew Faculty, the 
Faculty of :..nthropology and Geography'. This seens to have 
beon done for amlinistrative 'convenience 'rather than for 
acndenicree.sons, for tho only o.cndenic associntion has 
boen thc'lt Ethnology is 8.n optional prip<1r in the Geography
Prelininary Ex~~nation. l~thoughwe are nuncrically one 
of the largest 'schools' in the University, Social 
l..nthropology has a very nodest representation on the 
F~culty Bo~rd: one statutory Denber (the Professor) and one 
elected, in effect nortinated,nenber. This is because 
Ethnology, Physicnl i..nthropology(Hunan Biology) and 
Lrchaeology count as 'iUlthropology' since they'were grouped 

-~ together with Sooi['.]. l..nthropology in the old' DiploOc", in 
Lnthropology.	 /' 
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Ono or the other of our two representatives on the Board, or 
both, is, or are, on the ~pplioations CO;~1ittoe of the Board 
which oeets before the Board sits and advises the Board on 
adrJissions and on the apPbintoeht of exar.uhers. 

There are two Sub-Faculties of the Faculty, those of 
Lnthropology and Geography, end everybody teaohing'i;he'one or 
the other subjeot ('l~thropology' in the sense as given above) 
belong~ to the respective Sub-Fnculty~'Thesc are prioexily
oonsultative Bodies to whiohthe Board refers certain natters 
for consideration and guidancoi though I suppose that there is 
nothing to prevent a Sub-Faculty initiating a discussion on 
any natter. Nornally the Sub-Faculty of l~thropology neets 
once a tern. 

,,- Since 1969 student consultative connittees have been 
set up for the four conponent departnents of the Sub-Faculty
of l~thropology. The coonittee for sooia+ anthropology at 
present includes three research students at the Institute, 
elected by their fellow students, and representatives of this 
conoittee attend oeetingsof the Sub-Faculty for the discussiorr 
of curricular and other nattars relating to the runni~ of the 
Institute. . ...... 
l'i.cconnodation 
Tylor taught ,at, the Pitt-Riv~rs MuseurJ. Marett taught first 
at Exeter College and then fron1914 in the adjacent 'Barnett 
House' at the corner of the Broad and the Turl.In 1922 he 
noved the Departoent across the Broad to 'Acland House', a 
building next to Blackwell's ~bO'okshop. It was there that I 
joined it. Then in 1937, when 'Acland House' was pulled
down in the 'denolitionsto naker~on for the New Bodleian,we 
were housed with,~heSchoolof Geography at the corner of 
Mansfield and Jowet~ Walk. The Geographers soon needed the 
whole building for thenselves and we were also craoped, so in 
1948 we nigrated 'onoe nore, - this tine to Museun House, Tylor' s

.. old hone, -in South Parks Road. Museun House was :pulled down 
in the acadenicyeex'of 1951-.52 to allow an oxtension for 
Inorganic CherJistry and we noved toll Keble~Road, once the 
hone of Spooner, the arch-eneny, according to Tylor of 
anthropology. By this tine, however, staff and students had 
so increased in nunbers that, we' had to ask for nore space and 
in 1966 were allotted ,our present abode, 51 and ~3 Banbury Road. 

Teaching Staff 
What is no~ known 'as Social.J~thropology was taught at Oxford 

- under the gen~ra1 tiile of l~thropology b~ Tylor fron 1883.
 
On his, re'tireoerit in 1908 his work. was" continued by Marett
 
(later Rector of Exeter .College), .who fron 1910 held a'
 
University Readership' 1ri SociaLIJlthropology., On his
 
retirenent a Univer131ty Chair in Social l~thropology was
 
instituted through the.generosity of .All Souls, to which
 
College the Chair was attached. Radcliffe-Brown was elected
 
to it in 1937. (He was absent in Brazil fran 1942 to 1944).


succeeded hin in 1946 and I:vacate the Chair this year(1970) 
L.s far as social anthropology is concerned, Marett taught
single-handed till I joined, hin in a rather insecure post of 
Research-Lecturer in AEric,an Sociology at a salary of £300 
in 1935. When I was able' to get out of the arny in 1945 I 
took up a Readership at Canbridge for a year and Fortes took 
ny place at Oxford with a Lectureship (and the personal title
of Reader); so when I took the Chair the staff consisted of 
nyself, Fortes and aSecrettiry-Librarian (Miss P.H. Puckle).
In 1947 we,were joined by ~luckoan and in 1948 by Srinivas. 
In 1949 Glucknan was elected ,to the Chair at Marichester and 
was replaced by Perist:iany.Iu'1949 R.G.. Lienhardt was 

I 
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appointed to a Lectureship in the Institute, both Srinivas' 
and his appointr:'.ents bcingnade by the Oriental Studios Board. 
In 'the sane year, since it was no longer possible for one . 
person to act as both secretary and Librarian we obtained the 
services of a part-tine Librarian (Mrs M. Sloss). In 1950 
Fo~tes was elected to the Chair at Canbridge and Steiner took 
his place. L.t thesal'J.e tine Miss, Tew (now Professor Mary
Douglas) was appointed to a. LectUreship (under the then 
Corrrlittee for Colonial StUdies). So in 1951 the staff were 
Evans-Pritchard, Peristiany, ~riniva.s, Lienhardt, Steiner 
and Tew. . 

In 1951 Srinivas left to take a Chair at the University
of,Baroda and Dunont took his place. Miss Tew. also left (to 
get narried)' and Bohannan took her place. In 1953 we 
suffered a great los~ in Steiner's death. His place was taken 
by Beattie. In 1955 Dunont resigned to take a Chair in Paris 
and Pocock took his place. In 1956 Bohannan left us to take a 

.,	 Chair in U.S •.:.... and was succeeded by Needhari. In 1961, a:fter 
nany years of devoted service to the Institute, Miss Puckle 
retired as secretary' and was replaced by Miss Edned, who left 
in the following year. Miss ~llawayjoined us as secretary 
to the Institute in 1962. In 1963 Peristiany resigned to take 
up the Directorship of the Social Sciences Centre in Athens. 
Ardener took his place. In the sane year P.A. Lienhardt was 
appointod to a Faculty Lectureship in Middle Eastern Sociology
{an appointment nade jointly by the University and St. Imtony's
College) in which capacity he becrole a nenber of our Institute. 
After·neny·years of notable service Mrs. Sloss resigned as 
librarian.· In 1966 Pocock resigned to becone Reader in 
Social Anthropology at the.Universityof Sussex. Jain took 
his place. Fronthat tine to now the,teaching staff has 
renained the S&"1e. Our present Librarian, Miss Anderson, 
joined us in 1968. 

The Library 
The library began with Tylor's perSOnal col~ection of books 
presented in 1911 and added to by his widow in ~9l7. It has 
constantly been added to and the total library now conprises 
sone 7,500 volunes. Included in this estinatc is the Skeat 
collection-of Indonesian b09ks and nanuscripts. There are 
valuable runs of nany j oumals and a large nunber of off
prints and.brochuresbased on the Soligoan ~ol1ection. The 
care and naintenance of a library of this size is too IJUch 
for one libra.riRn and we really need an assistant, or at any 
rate a part-tioe assistant librarian. Lsbcfits a largely
research Institute, the books are all on open shelves and we 
have sustained ,losses. It is difficult to know how these can 

. be avoided without dotrinant to research. On the' wholo the
 
Tylor Library, and the Balfour Library of the Pitt ~ivors
 
Mus¥UDsuppJ..enent rather than duplicate, each 'other.,
 

N'Iiober of Students 
Before the second European war there were never nore than
 
about· 10 students ,and often fewer than ten. ii. few figures

will showh6w considerably the nunber has inc~eased since.
 
For the years 1946·to 1951 there was· an average annual total
 
of just under 43. Between 1946 and 1958 the annual average

of students who sat for the Diplooa in l~thropology was 8,
 
for the degree of B. Litt. and B.Sc. 18, and for the degree

of D. PhiL 15, givi~ a total averago of 42 (excluding

'recognized students'). During the period 1961 to 1968
 
there were 185 c~didates for the Diplooa. Since 1949 .
 
143 students at the Institute have been awarded the degree

of B. Litt. or B.Sc., and during tho sane period 83
 
dissertations for the degre~of D. Phil. have bean success

fully submitted. I should add that it is not ju~t that the
 
nUnbor of students has increaSed but that, in ny estioation,
 
their intellectual and scholarly standard has, on the whole,
 
risen also.
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For various reasons the University has had to restrict
 
its int2':ke of students, and Boards, Colleges and Institutes .
 
(like ours) have been told, thattheynBy not take in ,Dore
 
students th8J). the Cluota allotted to then.' We have about a 30
 
intake, tlloug,h. we can go up to 36.l1s it is very exceptional'
 
for UE;lto pernit a new 'student to register for a B.Litt.
 
(o~,B.Sc.) or D. Phil. without having first takon the Diplona
 
this neans that tho Cluota is nore or less for the Diplona•
 . 
Distribution of Students , 
Having in oind that we should contribute not dnly to Oxford
 
but also to. ,scholarship "in a wider., world we have always

welcoDcd students fron foreign countrics and a fair nunber
 
have cone to us fron Europe, the,~~oricas, Asia, i~rica,
 
Canada, l..ustralin ,an~ New Zealand. The prov.entmceof

candidates for the Diplonain Sbbial l~thropology in the
 
years 1961 - 1968 was Oxford 45; other British Universities
 
44;,U.S.i~~ 3~; other Overseas Univers;i.ties 46; ,others llbaimllY
 
total 185'. The 4.5 who too~ their degree's 'at' Oxford were Ifron
 
the hunanitics or l;l,eni-hunariities, ,and, this has been the
 
~ase since the Diplon0 waS first instituted.
 

Courses and degrees ' 
We.are a. p.ostgraduate departtlent, so all students who cone to us 
have already a degree in one or other subject.v.Te advise all 
students, whatever their acadenic background, to take the 
Diplona in Social Anthropology - a year's course (though
occasionally a nan will take, two years over i.t). 'Sone stop 
at this point. Others spend a second year in working for the 
degree. of B.'Litt. or B.Sc.~,(our Board pernits a nan to 
work for either)fron liter8xy sources, and this is SO'COillJOn 
that we are inclined to regard, the Diplona year and the B.Litt. 
(or B.Sc.) year as a single two year course. The B.Litt. 
requirenents are a thesis and a written paper based on the 
thesis. Those who wish to continue, with theintent~on of 
rJaking a ce.reer ~n~30cial, anthropology, then work for a D. 
Phil. (legree, usually ~based on field-research, which 
generally entails 2 years in the field and a further year
for writing a thesis for the Doctorship. Thus a professional 

, training takes about 5 yearS~ _ ' , , 
Fron tine to tine we have what are called 'Recognized
Students'. These are persons of senior status who reside in 
the university for a short tine and are not registered for a 
degree but are pernitted to attend'lectures, use libraries, 
and so forth, as thou,gp;,.they w~re. ' . . '. 

Tylor had tried to get a degree ex~ination for
 
anthropology b~t his project wa~:rejecte~ by the University,

nuch to his chagri~. I~d o"j;hez.s, spent 'four' years in
 
drawing up a syllabus for an honoul".School, b\1:t in 1949 the
 
proposal was rejected again, this tine' 8JJ10st nen. con.by

the General Board. I nust confess that I was Duch relieved
 
when it was turned down. I believe that we are 'the best,
 
and best-known, postgraduate school in the world and I think
 
we can be happy if we can renainso. It is possible that the
 
new Honour School in the.Hunan Sciences will develop into
 
sooething like a School of L.nthropology. -It is well, however,
 
that we are going to participate in i.t withou:!: loss of our
 
autonony.'
 

Diplonas -- . 
Until recently the Diplona was a conbined course of Social
 
i~thropology with Physical Anthropology, Ethnology,

Conparative Tecnnology and ~rehistoric l~chaeology. The
 
exanination papers, were however hen.v1'1y weighted" in favour of
 
Social .iillthropo~ogy (three papers on Social imthropology, one
 
general paper on all subjects, aprescr~bed area~paper
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(mainly Social 1l.nthropology), en essay, a practical ( in 
technology) and a viva voce); and the great uajority of 
students have aJ..o.ost always"be~n prinarily interested in 
that sUbject. As each and all. of these subjects expanded it 
became oqviousthat they could' not continue to be coobined 
in a one year's Diplona course save on a very superficial
level. So in 1965 we were split up, though still under the 
general title of 'Anthropology :and Prehistoric Archaeology',
into four separat~'Dip'lonas: HuoanBiology, Prehistoric 
Archaeology, Ethnology and Soci.al. Anthropology. 'fhis was not 
entirely what we wante.d but it· wa€3 all that could be' obtained 
at the tine and was a nove in'the right direction. 
The papers in the Socie~ Anthropology Diplooa exanination 
now are: (1) History, Theory "and R'elation to other Disciplines,
(2) Ecology, Economics, and .Technology, (3) KinshiJ?, Descent
 
and Marriage, (4) Polit;icaJ. and: .JUXal ReIntions . (5) Ritual
 
andSynbolisn, . (6) P~escribed Area or Topic, (7~ Essay•. 

. There is also a viva voce.. . . 

Supervision .. 
The Institute practises the tutorial systsn traditional in 
the university, that is to say that each of th~ Diplonastudents
writes an essay for 'his' tutor ' (now called his 'supervisor') 
once a week and receives individual instruction in what used 
to be called a I privat.e hour' • The teaching staff have always 
divided up the Diplooa'students between thea, and since the 
load of teaching is heavy (added to by 'one of the staff being
usually absent ina sabbatical year) the Professor. has taken
 
his share of instruction. Each tutor decides forhioself what
 
lectures he shall. advertise in the University Gazette. There
 
is no atteopt at planning,. but it.worksQut that we moro or
 
less cover the Diplona topics. During the first two terns
 
seoinars are held, and we usually get anthropologists from
 
outside to give the papers.

B.Li.tt., B.Sc., and D.Phil. students receive such guidance
 

. as .they require and ask for, on their reading and in the 
writing of' theses for eXa.n1natipn. They are divided. among the 

-teaching staff in accordance w~th their special interests. 

Scholarships 
We are not very well off for these. The oldest is theColtart
 
Scholarship in Anthropology whi.ch is in the gift of Exeter
 
College, of which the successful candidate beconesamenbor.
 
It isawe..rded fora year in ..the first instance but can be
 
extended. It is worth. about £150. The Bagby Bequest, which
 
coces' under the Faculty Board, is for research in urban,
 
literate cultureS in accordance with anthropological

principles and methods. It, is worth about £750 a year and is
 
renewable up to three yeara in ~~1. Lastly, the Iona
 
Evans-Pritchard Scholarship.is·. (in.consultation with the
 
Professor' of' Social Anthropology·) in the 'gift of st~ Anne's
 
College. It is for a wonen conducting research in the field
 
of African studies and working for an Oxford degree, and it
 
is at present advertised at £400 a yoar,.and like the other
 
scholarships is renewable. The only other university
 
resource we have to help a student is our Graduate Assistant

ship· worth £500 a year. This post in the Institute requires

certain duties to be perforned, but nay be regarded oore. or
 
less as a scholarshiJ? ..... 
Another scholarship (worth about £3,000) which should be 
nentioned·here is the Swan.Fe11owship.awarded by the Curator 
of the Pitt Rivers Museun in consultationw1th 'the Professor 
of Social -i\nthropology and'the Reader in .Physicallmthropology,
for Studies in connGxion'with the Batwa, whi.ch is to say for 
research anong the pygoy ond pigmoid peoples. Since this. 
scholarship was accepted by the University in 1955 it has 
been given to ethno-archaeologists and not to students of 
existing peoples. 
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The Social. Science Research Counc~l has ten subject 
committees, one of which is for social anthropology. Candidates 
for the, Diploma and the B.Lit·t. 'are eligible for quota. and 
pool awards. In 1968.. twelve awards were made but only ten 
were taken up, ·In1969 eleven awards were made. 

Publications 
The only' official University series (coming ~de~ the 
direction of the Faculty Board) is Oxford Monographs on.SociaJ. 
Anthropology. This was s.tarted in 1957 and is restricted to 
theses of unusual merit. So far six volumes havD'been 
published and there are a number awaiting publication. \v.nat 
might be called a semi...official series, since it is. pUblished

'by the Clarendon (University)Press , and is in effect run by 
our Institute,' ,is ·the Oxford Library of African Literature. 
The first 'volurje in the s~ries wa~ published in 1964; 15 
volUmes have since appeared. There are others on their way.
I night add that though there is 'no direct institutional 
relationship between the Institute of Social Anthropology 
and the Clarendon Press there has always been a close 
p~rsonal relationship betweennembers oithe Institute and the 
Press, both as publishers and as friends. Under this heading
I must also mention the recent venture of sooe of our students, 
the J'ournal of the Anthropological Society of Oxford . .. 
It should also bementionedthut ·the Professor began in the 
academic year of 1946-47 to Subm.t'to the University a brief 
ar~~ual report on the activities of the Institute and this is 
now expected of bin and is, published at the end of Trinity
Term in the University Gazette. 

Relations with other disciplines 
I think I may say that we are now, after some strained periods, 
on good terms, both acadenic and personal, with our colleagues 
at the Pitt Rivers Museum (Ethnology and Prehistoric 
.Archaeology). Co-operation might be' close~if the Museum had 
a new bUilding in which it could display its magnificent
collections to better purpose. We are also on good terns'with 
tha Professor of Race Relations and the Reader in Physical
Anthropology, and also with our colleagues at the School of 
Geography.
Our Institute and its' members have 'a long record of co
operation with other hunanedisciplines, and several of us 
have supervised postgraduate students working under the 
direction of other Boards, e.g. Theology, Litt. Hun.; History
and Social Studies. In the past we h~d much to do with the 
teaching of Cadets and Officers in the Sudan and Co+.onial 
Services. This stream'has dTied up, but sonething perhaps 

. more important has takenits place., S'ocial fulthropology is 
a conpulsory' paper in .the B~ Phil.· 'in Indian' Studies. It. is 
a scheduled subject in the' B.Phil. in Latin-iUJerican Studies. 
In the. proposals for the B.Phil-. in' Modern. South Asian 
Studies. the schedule of subj ects includes Social ,Anthropology. 
Social. llll:thropology is a subj ect . in the schedule of the 
proposed B•Phil. in Africap. Studies. As earlier. mentioned it 
will also participate in the new, Honour School in the 
Hunan Sciences •. 

Lectures 
The Frazer Lecture on S9me social anthropology subject is 
delivered at Oxford every four years (atCaobridge, Glasgow
and Liverpool in the other years). The Vice-Chancellor has 
always consulted me, in effect asked me, to nominate the 
Lecturer. The Marett Lecture on some social anthropology
subject is del.ivered at EJl;eter' Oollege every third year (in 
the intervening years itisd~livered on a philosophical or 
archaeological SUbject). I. have'usually been c'Jnsulted by the 
Rector of the College. The annual Myres Memorial Lecture is 
given in rotation on a subject within the'field of encient 
history, European and Near Eastern archaeology, historical 
geography and ethnology, with special reference to 
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Mediterrane~ lands. The lecture is delivered e~ry other 
year. I suppose that a social anthropologist could-ba'~nvited 
to lecture under the title of 'ethnology' but so far no one 
has been asked to do so. The Professor is nat ex-officio a 
menber of the Board of Managenent, though he, or any of his 
colleagues, could be appointed by the Faculty Board to serve 
on it, as the Faculty Board nominates~two of its nenbers. 

Stipendary Fellowships and Hon;.
\ 

Degrees 
1l.ll Souls College now advertises each year Visiting Fellow
ships for a year or six months', as those selected wish. The 
Professor, as a Fellow of the College, nay put forward a nane, 
but the conpetition is severe. There is no restriction with 
regard to nationality~ So far'the only social anthropologist 
to have been appointed is Prof. Fred Eggan (1970). The College 
also from time to tine advertises Research Fellowships and one 
of the subjects listed in the advertiseuent is social 
anthropology. So far no social anthropologist has been 
awarded one of these Fellowships. Other' col-leges' sorletines 
advertise Research Fellowships for whi'ch an anthropologist 
night be eligible. The advertiseoents appear in the University
Gazette (and sOrletines elsewhere). Four'such appointnents 
have recently been rlade (at· St. Catherine's, St~ Hugh's, New 
College and Merton). Council decides who are "to be given Hon. 
degrees.' So far the only social anthropologist who has been 
honoured is Prof. Claude L~vi-Strauss. These degrees are 
sparin~ly given and any proposal has to be strongly backed 

Extra-Institute Activities 
Closely associated w1ththe Institute is the Oxford 
Universiiy Anthropological Society'.. It wasfornally 
constituted at a neeting in Exeter College in January 1909 
and held its'500th neeting on Wednesday; 25th February,1953.
It is thus one of the oldest University societies. It holds 

, about 10 neetings a year at which lectures are given. It 
has recently (Hilary Tern,l970) brought out'the f:Lrst nunber 
of the Journal of the 4nthropologiCalSociety of Oxford, the 
editors of which are students at the In~titute. 

Appoimments 
All I have to say on this topic is'tha.t' since I have taught 
at Oxford no student who endured the fu:u course of his 
~cadenic career has failed to obtain' a good post in a 
de~rtnent ina University, were he so ,ninded. I think that 
these favourable circunstances~til.lpersist.Duririg'the 
past '20 years 179 st-udents have been., awarded ,post-graduate 
degrees' in Social Anthropology. Of these, over' 20 now hold 
appointnents at full professorial levaiarid well over a 

, further 100 hold Readerships or Lectureships. Between then 
-, they have" pUblished. nore ,than. 70 books, as well as , 
innunerable, articles, on a wide range of subjects in Social 
Anthropology. ' ' 

E. E. Evans-Pritchard. 
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Description. Meaning and Social Science 

, I woul'd ,like to. iso'late and refute, briefly, 
sone of '~he gross, rusconceptions advanced byClaoner in his 
'essay "Tho Jillalyticnl ['.lld Phenonenological Approaches to the' 

,Social ll (J.ASO 1.1 Hilary 1970). The following three are on the 
whole repr~sentativeof the tenor of his argW~ent: 

1.	 Description (in sane sense which phenonenology
attributes to this t~:t"n). ~s ','fundaJ:Jental'to accurate 
understari.·d~ng of ,what is happening ,in the world II. 

2.	 The role of the social sciences is to understand 
the neanings'that'people give their social 
behaviour. ' 

3..	 Societ;9" is the object ,of philosophical en~tiiry. 

, , ' , Merkeau":,,Ponty has advf'..nced the
 
phenooenological standpoint in sinple unequivocal terns.
 
Phenonenology is P; tiat1ier of, describing, according to hin,
 
not of explaining or ana~ysing~ When Husserl recoDrJended the
 
return to the "things theoselves ll 

, he \-TaS rejecting science
 
at the very start. The dcrland for pure description excludes
 
equally the procedure (i) of analytical reflection and'
 
(ii) that of scientific explanation. The nxiooatic basis of 
this positiqn can be put' as follows: the, ,world, is there 
before any possible ~a~ysi~ of nin~. Looking for the world's 
essence is not looking for what it is as P..Il idea once it has 
been reduced to a,thene of discourse; it is looking for what 
it is -as a fact for us, before nny'thenatization. 

In short, phenoneholagy' assunes that 
n theo:t"Y-independent description of the world is possible
and advocates a return to such description. But can there 
be such a, thing naa theory-independent description in 
either the natural or ,the social sciences? Kuhn has argued, 
quite plausibly, that the "facts ll of natural science are only
deternined as facts within a pregiven theoretical fr&~ework, 

a paradign (Bachele..rd's tern is "probleoatic"). "No 
Innguage restricted to r.eporting ,::1 world fully known in 
advance 'can 'produce"nore neutral and objective reports on 
'the given'" (Kuhn:126). Thus the "scientist who sees a 
swinging stone can have no experience that is'in prinoiple 
nore elenentary than seeing a penduluo. The alternative is not 
sone hypotnetical. "fixed" Vision', but vision through
another paradigo, one which nakes the SWinging stone 
sonething else" such as constrained fall. If this argunent
is valid (and Clanr..ler docs not show whyit isn't), what 
woul,d a phenooenological description 'be? f Describing whe.t 
there is' does not seen to correspond to,' any known 
experience or procedure,: in, the pr9-ctice of natural science. 

, " , Now this 'argm-1erit" applies a fo~tiori to 
the social sciences. If the natural sciences 'know what Co 

"scientific'fact" is, the soc1a1.:sciences do not':' ,at least 
not at theoonent. ll>.s in the natural sciences, so in our 
experience of the social, our porceptions are fixed in 
advance, stru~tured by nodels which we have each internalized 
unconsciously. The difference is that in tho forner tho 
scientist's perceptions are deternined by paradigns, that is, 
uodels which have been rigorously constructed as part of a 
scientific practice and which the whole scientific COTIQunity 
accepts for a given epoch; in the latter ~ perceptions are 
deternined by non-rigorous uodels, and there is no single
nodel accepted unDninously by the entire connunity: these 
"nodels" are not paradigns in the strict sense; they are 
closer to whet Ma.rx calls "ideology" and Levi-Strauss 
II conscious nodels". This radical difference between the 
two situations, that of the natural scientist and that of the 
SOCi2~ sciontist, explains why in the second it is nore 
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difficult - and has hitherto .proved inpossible ~ to e.J..aboro.te 
a coherent uniforn concept of a .uscientific fact." 

So far ~he argunent has asserted two separate theses: 
(1) that neither in the social nor in the natural sciences are
 
there such entities as "pure facts", because in both cases our
 
experience is theory-dependent~ In neither case are pure

descriptions ever possible~ '(2) that the kind of "theory" which
 
deternines perception in the one and in the other diverges

radically. Thus it would be difficult to find in the social
 
sciences any honologue of the following fact ofchenistry: that
 
a nolecule of water is made up of two atons of hydrogen and
 
one of oxygen. . 

Clanner's first propDsition is therefore based on a
 
radical niscQnceptionof the structure of experience. It could
 
only oake sense for.a world in which the· Itdata of. experience"
 
¥3~e fixed and neutral, i~e., ~or a world of which we ~ no
 
experience.
 

The second proposition is asserted asC]. dOgOa, it is
 
nowhere argued for. In the forn in which it is presented, it
 
is clearly untenable or only tenable o.t the cost. of
 
elininating fran the field of the social soiences two of the
 
nost decisive·advanoes that were nade in it in' the 19 century:

historical naterialiso and psyoho~~alysis. It also,
 
incidentally, .nakes nonsense of .~tructuraJ. anthropology - a
 
consequence 'fhi<?h is perhaps not ibDediately obvious.
 

'. "The neanings that people give their social
 
behaviour and institutions": subjective neani~s. The
 
iDplication. seens to be the .following: eithe~ (a) there are
 
only 'subjective nea:nings' in iheworld neanings whichnen
 
consciously produce and interne.J.izeor~b) phenooenology is
 
inadequate,. because there are certa.in· neanings which can
 
escape the consciousness of .social and historio.1l." aotors" ,
 
i.e. objective ,DE~anings. As far as I lD;lo~Being and . 
NOthingnesS. was the only work to argue for (a). Since.then 
Sartre has abandone'd this position•.. The Cntique de 10. 
Raison.Dialect:t:gue is about a world in which people's consoious 
intentions, theirpro';"jects,areconstantly producing other
neanings: a process which Sartre describes variously as 
"alienationlt ,"reification" and c~:lntrefi.nalitG":" That (a) is 
a conpletely untenable position isobviousfron psycho-.
analysis which .takes it as axioJ:mtic· that behind the .neanings 
nen consciously attribute to their acts are.otherdeeperneanings of 
which they .are who.lly or. only half, qonscious:; .fron narx:1,sn 
which pr.eoisely ~olds ,that the'oeanllignen'give (i.e.'
consciously confer on). their "behanour" and . It ins.titutions It 
is never identical with 'there8J. ,nean:i,.rig ofthe:1X '''behaviour'' 
and·. 'tinstitutions" (theory of ideology); fron structural .anthropolog:y
which holds that social structures are entities independent
of nen's consciousness of 'then ( i.e. the way nan apprehend
then consoiously through a certairi.sYsten of neo.nings! .' . 
conceptual' scheoe) and .. fron ..the iriag~' which,' Den forril: of then. 
What unites DarXiso,. psychoanalysiS! . and structural ; 
ant~opology is precisely the theory of illusion which each 
elabOrates •. If the' role 'of the' social sciences is ·tounder

. stand theneaningstho.t people give their. social behaviour 
and institutions - and only that - then they rUlst ioprison 

. theoselves within illusions ,;. they' "oust" because tha't :Ls·their 
"role'" 1 But if that is not their only role, if beyond . 
cOIlpreii"endiM conscious oeanings t they I1USt disengage the gap'
(distortion) which separates.theUlusionfroD,:the reality, the 
spontaneous consciousness of a s~ructurefron~the structure 
itself, then phenoI1eno~ogy is,:a8 LeVi-Strauss,has said,only 
a point of departure. . 
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If phenonenology were identicc.l. witp. the totalizatio.n' which 
is science, neither historical nnterialisn, psychomIalysis 
nor struc.t:ural anthropology' would be possible, or, at any rate, 
not as sciences.lf they are not scientific, and this is what 
Cln.nner is arguing, he. does not show: why. 

It is difficult to see what the last of the three 
pro~ositionsnemIs'beyondsaying what has ·aiready been said
 
in.. (i) or (ii). If by "philosophicaJ. enCluiry" we are to
 
understand "phenonenological enCluiryll, then the argunents.

against this have already been proposed above •. If the. enCluiry

is . "philosophical" for a related reason , natlely th~t .it resorts
 
to "notive" explanations rather .than casuBJ. ones l "then the
 
argunents against (ii) are valid against (ii1.). It is however,
 
worth caking the point by a different, route.
 , . 

The idea tha.t only "notive" explanations are valid in 
. ·">.e social sciences sPTings fron a fundanentally idealist 
conception of society. And' this 'precisely is the re-. 
~ctionary and inept conception Winch offers us 'in his little 
book. We are told, for exanple, that "social relations are 
expressions of ideas about reality" '. (Winch, 23). There are two 
concepts involved here and it would:be worth separating then 
for a nonent. . " 

. . .. 

First,. there is' the' notion of "so9ial reiatiqns". These 
to Winch are the'particularrelationshifs which are established, 
by sets of rul.es, between roles. Winchs concept is therefore 
the traditional ohe fani.1:iar, for exanple, fronfunctionalist 
anthropology. It refers to a core or less inrlediately percep~ible 
world of social ihteractions.Nextthereis the notion of 
"reality". This, however, seeris to be 'onlyanore
conprehensive ~erp which includes' social relationships . 
as, one conponent and everything else as the other. So the 
proposition seens to anount to the circularity: "social relations 
are expre'ssions of ideas about (social relations) II' i. e. ,social 
relations ~ what nen think they are. Who. are these "nen" 
however? They include conks and workers _. to quote two of 
WinCh'S exanples. So the social relationship's i:nto' which workers 
enter ~ tne relationships into whieh they think they enter. 
What happens however, if two groups of workers conceptualize 

. their relationships indianetrically opposed terns? Ifsone 
workers believe that, they are'~he objects' of .exploitation, 'that 
a fraction of theirlabo~ is stolen fron then by the boss 
while another group, thinks that by their·work.they are 
benefittin~ the "national" econooy" - that as' n.eobers of a .' 
"country" .( rather, than say as nenbers' of a. c.1ass ) it' is, their 
~ut¥, to work, as hard as<~he·rJaiiage.n~nt., w1;l~ of'. co~se "knOW,"
this too is part ofthe~r':'ideas'f)., reguJ.res? What becooes
 

of their: social· relationships? Can these be difi"erent.. for any
 
two workers though they 'work, in the Sane ~actoi'y'; for the
 
sane wage, and in 

. ..
DoSt.. other resp'ects

. . . 
have a siIJiiar."atatus"? 

...
. . - ~:. 

. Or, to transport the argunent to a slightly less 
oundane level, which are 'the trUe social relationships in tn'ose 
societies'which superiripose on anasynnetric?J,. classsysteri a 
syr:metric.aJ. noiety systeI:1TObviously the ~elationsb1ps pertaining , 
to their ooiety systen. .·Inshort, Winch t s idealisn' radically
elininates the distinction- between conscious and ,unconscious 
nodels, experienoe'and reality;~ ideology and science. It oakes 
scienoe iDpossibJ.e.,' for:.if the "appe.arance of things~',coincided 
with their essence" what woUld be -the purpose of .science? .And 
what else does "social·relations are the expressi'ons o;f nen' s 
ideas: of reality" nean exqept 'that?· ·Wihch. would like to 
pr.ivilege 'connon sense t . which' is and has always been, "the . 
practi'cal wisdoD of the·ru1i.rig· class" (Gransci)' How would Olanoer 
reooncile this with the concept of-~a "critical philosophy" 
(Marcuse)? 
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Clanper's synthesis would E9-t the" social sciencss.-back thr'Eile
 
hundred years , successively,' elit1inating the work, of Montesquieu,
 
Marx, Freud, Durkhein, Levi-Strauss•••Perhaps this work'is the
 
product of an overactiveinagination prone to netaphysics? In
 

.w1:).ich oo.se thisinteresting"View should be justif,1ed at greater 
length. Wnat'i for.. eXarlJ,>le, does Claooer think about ,the following 
pal;lsage fron 'Durkhein (quoted in Winch: 23-) as.~ exanp1.e of a 
view whiohoonf1icts with his own: . 

ItI oonsider extreoely fruitful ,the idea that. social 
life should be	 explained not by the notions of those 
who ~xtici~ate in it; but by ooreprofound causes 
which are unperceived by consoiousness.,••• "? 

J'airus Banaji. 
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Winch and the Socie~ Deteroination of Truth 

~he issues I want to raise here can be 'regarded .as a 
direct follow on fron sone that have been raisea in piJ:"evious' 
issues. Basically the issue at stake is how do we understand 
an, alien belief systen. . This I want to suggest cones very 
close to the question o£ how do we understand another language 
at all. 

. . The way I. shall npproa~h,this question is through 
sone purely fo;rnaJ.· considerations' relating ,t,o the "possibility 
of alternative logics.:. My oaintask 'WU1 be to r~;tect what 
night be c~2ed a Winchian approa~h to SODe of these issues. 

. t . . . 

A wide range of writers has: been attracted to the 1 
idea that truth and logic. are' cu.lture 'or context dependent. 
Sociologists of knOWledge suoh' as' Mannhem, aJid, DurkheiD and' 
Mauss agree that the genesis ofa Propnsition is not under all 
circuostances irrelevant to i.ts'trut-h. 'For Mannhein the task 
for the sociologist of knowledgeis.-t6'. analyse ;the tlperspectives" 
associated with different social. positions,· the'''or:i.entations" 
towards certa:i.n oeantngs and values which inhere in a given 
social p:ositionwhere an individUal .','out1ook"and "attitude" 
is conditionedbythecollactive purposes of the group, and to 
study the concrete· reasons for the different perspectives which. 
the sarle situation presents to the different ~ogitions in Lt. 
His·interest is·:i.n situa.tions where,socials-tructurescooe to 
express thenselves in the strl:.ctures· of'· assertions, . and in wha~· 
sense theforoer concretely dete~e the latter. (Mannhed.D:l93o). 
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'In Prioitive Classification Durkhein and Mauss argue
that originally there is" a casual', genetic relation, between' the 
categories in different. languages' (such' as space, tine, quantity)
and logical relations (such 'as deductive.validity) and that 
society's social relations. "Thus logical heirarchy (Le. of 
exclusion and inclusion) i~ only anotheraspect'of·social 
heirarchy." 'Again'logical relations between things are based 
on the social relations of nen. "Logical reJJations;" they 
argue, "are thus, i~ a sense, dODestic relations." (Durkhein
and Mauss: 1969}. . . 

This view is also'shared by sooe,philosophically
ninded'social anthropologists and philosophers interested in 
the social sciences. Levy-Bruhl suggests that "prinitive thought 

. violates our nost deeply rooted nental habits." (Levy-Bruh1:l922:
48). It is prelogical in that it is "indifferent nost of 
the tine to contradiction" and connitted to a. view of casuality
"of a type other than that fanillar to us." (ibid:85)
Winch,. argues to a conclusion very siDilar. to that of Durkheio 
and Mauss at, th,e san~ tine attenptingto give his arguD.cmt a 
general philosophical justification. For Winch, "our idea of 
what belongs tio, the, realo of .reality is given for us in the 
language that 'we lise." (Winch: 1958:15). SiDilarly "criteria 
of logic •••• arise out of and are ,only intelligible in the 
context of ways of liVing or' bodes: of sociaJ.. life" (ibid;lOO) 
to the extent that "logical relations between propositions
theDselves depend on social relations between Den."(ibid:12.6).
For Winch, standards of rationali~~ between societies do not 
elways coincide. Indeed rationality itself in the end CODes 
down to "confornity to noms". (Winch:1964:318). 

Whorf has also clained that what counts as true' and/or
what counts as valid reasoning is relative to particular groups.
"When anyone, as a natural logician, is taJ.king about reason, 
logia and the laws of correct thinking, he is apt to be 
oarching in step with purely graooaticaL facts that have sooe
what· a background: character in his . own language or faoily· of 
languages but one by no Deans universal in all. languages and 
in no sense a cormon' substratuo of reason. II (Whorf :1956': 211) • 
For Whorf, then, logic and ontology literally- recapitulate
philology-. . 

, . Also phiiosophers of'science such as Kulm (1:fLukes
is 1;0 "be believed he.re) have been teopted by this view• For 
Kuhn, 'When scientific paradigos change, in an inportant sense, 
worlds change too. After Lavoisier discovered oxygen not only 
was the.world seen diffe~ently, but it was di~~erent. Accord

'ingly-, KUhn suggests, there is 'aneed to revise the traditional 
episteoological VieWpoint of Western philosophy that changes
in scientific pnradigns carry usclo~er and closer tq the 
truth. (Kuhn:1964:l25);' '. ..., 

, Sinilarly log:lc18Ils hav8spelt out in eone detail. 
what. alternative logical systens night l.ook like in purely
abstract terns.,. IntUitionists' objections to the traditional 
propositi·onaJ:.calculus have led to the developr:ient of a 
prop:ositiona1.·calculus.that·~either ~ontains.the law of excluded 
Diddle :p.or adDits of its· subsequent insertion•.'And in logics
based on· quantuo n:e"chanics the dis·tributive law breaks ~own. 

In the. article Are there Alternative' Logics?' . 
(Waisnann: 1968), Waissna.rm! suggests we.ys in which i't is 
possible to construct :I.anguages to which' our faniliar 
Aristotelian two-valued logic'dges not apply, that is, a 
language in which a proposition: is not always true or false. . 
~In fact, WaiSD8nn argues the possibility of ~ti-va~ued logics, 
"which i.i1volve relinquis~ what o.i-ght be regarded as' 
intuitively obvious logical oodons such as excluded Diddle, 

\ 
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non-contradiction and so on is' already inplicit in ordinary
language. Ordinary English, e,g. he suggests is IT loose 
congloneration in which fragnents of different logical. systens 
are discernable.·A logic, he sUGgests, is always an . 
idealisation of the conditions we neetin a given language, just 
as oatheoatical 5eooetry, (e.g. a Euclideangeooetry of three
dinensional space) is a refinenent of the rough date obtained 
by neasuring' solids. And as the existence of non-Euclidean 
geooctries denonstrates,just as observations obtained iri this 
way' can in principle be built into various geooetries, so the 
conditions we find in a given language allow of an idealisation 
in Dore than one direction. In other words the process that 
leads too.. different logic is not uniquely deterninedby actual 
usage. ! 

I now want· to consider specifically Winoh I s" position.
His arguoents have been rehearsed sufficiently in earlier 
editions of this journal to oake repitition here. unnecessary.
Let ne start by assurJing Winch is arguing far an'extreoe forn 
of logical relativiso. 

Consider. the different. ways in which a belief or set 
.of beliefs could be said to be prinafacie irrationaJ.~ (A. belief 
for convenienc.e. can· be. 'characterised' as a .proposition accepted 
as true) .' . 

" 

Beliefs are said to be irrational 

. 

a)
b) 
c)
d) 

if they are inconsistent or seli':...contradictory
if they are partially or wholly false· 
if they are nonsensical 
~f they' are situationally' sp'ecific orad hoc. is not 

und.versalised 'becnuse boUnd to particular oocasions 
e}- if the· ways in'which they cone to be held or the 

Danner in which.they are held· are seen as deficient 
in sone respeot. For exanple' (i) thebellefs .nay be·' 
based on irrelevant considerations (ii) insufficent 
.evidence' (iii) ~ey nay beheld uncriticaJ.ly or 
unre:flcQtiv~ly. • . .. . . '. .' ." 

Now I think;. with Lukes, one can' give good a priori 
reasons for regarding sooecriteria. of truth' and: Validity (or 
nore generally criteria of rationality - and by criteria of. 
,rationality I Dean rules spec.ifying what· would count as a 
reason' for belieVing sonething (or' acting) ). as universal, as: 
relevantly applicable to all beliefs in a;ny context while 
others are context-dependent, that iSi are to be disoovered by
investigating. the context, and.areori1.yrelevantly applicable 
to beliefs in that oontext. And I she~l argue (with Lukes .' 
against Winch). that e~l beliefs can and rmstbeevaluated by 
both conte.xt-dependent· and context-indep'endent criteria. 

In any set of beliefs. in society '3 one can ~sk two 
dift:erent types of· question: 

1)	 What for 3 are the cri~eriaof rationality in 
general'	 . 

2)	 What are the . appr'opriate ori~·eria.to apply to a 
given' class of beliefs in S.· . " ..' . 

1) Now as Lukes has rightly put it, insofar as Winch 
seens.to be saying that the an,swer to the first.questionis 
culture-dependent., .he rmst pe wrong ,.. or l'J,t least we could 
never 1mow if he were right; indeed we could not conceive what 
it would be for hinto be right. (Lukes:1967:260) •. ' 

For	 in the 'first plac~the existence of a cotmon 
. reality is a necessaryprecondition .of our coning to understand 
SIS language at all. This does not Dean that I and nenbers of 
S are going to agree on all the facts. As Whorf put it 
"language dissects nature in different ways". "What oust be' the 
case is that 3 DUst have our distinction between truth and 

.. ~aJ.isty if we are. to understand its language, for if per 
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mpossible it did not.,' we' would be unable to agree about whe.t 
counts as ·the successf'uJ.. identification of public (spatio:
tenporally locnted) objects." Sinilarly if S is'to engage in' 
successful prediction it DUst presuppose ~ given reality of 
events which are predicte.ble. II Both prinitive and nodernnen 
predict in roughlY. the sane ways.; also' they C8.n learn each 
other's languages. Thus they' each aSSULle an indepen~ent 
realit·y: which they ·share. " . 

This arguoent, and I have been following Lukes' 
statenent of' it here;' is put fairly rapidly. The oain poi~s 
can be nade clearer in the fo~low1nb way. In The Linits of 
Irrationality Hollis- spel~s out this ar,gur.lent as follows; 

'attributing what have been called universal criteria of 
rationality to·· S: is not· a natter of enpirical discovery, but 
is presupposed by the very. process of coning to understand 
SIS language. 

To understand utterances in SIS language Hollis 
suggests the translator' [lUst relate then to another and to the 
world. "To translate then,into English he needs to' relate 
sone of then to the world, since in relating an utterance to 
others he does not learn what it neans unless he already knows 
what the· others nean. Ultinately he needs a class of 
utterances whose situations of use h~ can specify. Now these 
can be spe~ified either as he' hinself sees: then or as his 
imornant seestheo. But this,seeos .to suggest, the specif
ications night be different~" But ,if this'could be possible 

.he couldn't begin at-all. "For his. only acce.ss to native 
perceptions and specifications is by translatinb.what they say
about what· they perceive•. He would therefore have to translate 
before discovering what they p'erceive and to know. what they 
perceive before' translating. There would the.refore be no 
way into the circle. The class of utterances which forn the 
bridgehead of his advance DUst be -one for which his 
specification end his infomant's cciincide."(Hollis:lg67:266). 

ThP.t is. there are two critica~,assunptions which are
 
oade in the very act of coning to understand, S'S. language viz·
 
~) that the infornant p~rceives nore or less what he perceives


,and 2) .that they will .say nore or less the sane about it. 
That these are aSffilllptions is denonstrated ~ the following 
way. 

Supp'ose the translator gets his bridgehead by 
pinning down the,native counterpart to the ~nglish sentence 
'Yes, this is a brown cow".' There are no c'ounterparts 'to 
pin. down unless the native pereeivesbrciwn ~ows'~.nd asserts 
that he does. For since these are the conditions. for truth
fully' asserting-the a'bove in Eilgiish they are'also the., 
conditions for truthi'ully assert·ing the above in S~ 'No:t.l, this:, 
as Hollis sugges·ts ,. is ba:nal enough. But it· is not a 
hypothesis that anthropolOGists share certain percepts and 
concepts,hypothesis which later success in translating contims. 
For this hypothesis would be irr,efutnble•. In order to 
question the perceptual and conceptual basis of the bridge
head, the trmlslator would have to ask his infornant wlk,q,t he 
perceived when confronted. with a brown cow and· whether his 
utterance'was to be construed as an' assertion. Also he would 
have to understand his answer. But he can neither ask nor 
underst8nd' Unless he has a bridgehead. Consequeptly he cannot 
refute the hypothesis by establishing a rival one. ,At nost he 
can draw a blank and fail. to produce a translation at all. 
But even this would not justify the tran~lator in. attributing
idiosyncratic linguistic or perceptual p~ocesses to nenbers 
ofS. It would only s~rve to suggest they had no lnnguage at 
all. 
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. Nor is the hypotheses confirmed w1th success. The 
translator has discovered (roughly) what native sentence to 
pair with the original; but he has not discovered that the 
natives ~~rceive a brown, cow when they utter the sentence. For 
if that were in doubt so would the pairing be. JUld, as has 
been argued already, if bot.h are in doubt, there is no way
into the· circle. Similarly, altp.ough it is an empd.rical matter 
to discover how the informant signals the difference between 
assertion and denial, 'yes I and 'no' " I true' and 'false I, and 
by implication our notion of verification, it is not a 
hypothesis that they.have such dis.tinctions. "For to check: su~h 
an hypothesis the translator would have. to establish the, 
meanings of utterances in the bridgehead independently of 
whether they were used to correct what was taken to be true. 
But this cannot be done as their translation depends on what 
linguistic function they are·taken toperforri. Oonsequently
the only alternative to finding an overlap' in concepts and 
percepts is to find nothing at all." (ibid:266). 

If this is right then the assertion comprising the 
bridgehead will have to be'coherent and indeed true. Again
it looks as if notions of coherence and. trUth in S need not 
coincide with the translator's. But if this is taken as a 
hypothesis another vicious circle' is generat.ed. "For the only 
way to find terms (in S) for relations among utterances is to 
translate the utterances and then to in-terpret the linking
tr.,,:,r.J.s so that the utterances are linked coherently. EqUally
the only way t.o find the native sign of assent is to translate 
the utterances and then to inte~pretwhatever sign accompanies 
most of the true ones as assertion. But this makes it 
impossible for alternative concepts of coherence and truth to 
show up. If these concepts wereiri doubt, the translator would 
have to know what they were, before he could translate the 
utterances which they linked, and would have to translate the 
utter~ces in order to f.ind how they were linked. Again. there 
would be'no ws:y into the·circle." (ibid:267). . 

I should' add here that although. these arguments seem 
to me to be valid r·think Hollis's accoUnt 'of the notion: of 
'bridgehead' is rather misleading. . ClearlY one doesn' t decide 
that 'Yes, this is a brown cow'is true by fiat, /30 to speak,
and then go on using that as a point of leverage into the 
language. Any trans·lation of' a nat;i.ve utterance is always
hypotlietical and open to confirmation or revision. Rather it 
is the. specific.ation of tile .situati.on in which the: translator 
elicits the na.tive sentence and which has to be' common to 
translator and inforraant if translation' is to get going at nll 
tb,at :i,s not open to conjecture ~d refutation or. c.onf,irmp,tion. 

. My argument so far then has .been that in order to 
attribute a 18.n.biUageto S at 'alJ.they must possess our goncept
of Yerification,negation and affirmation.as appli!3d' to. 
assertions- abou~ a-COmDon reality. . . 

. . It r.1ay 'be objected that ~there is· nothing' here that 
Winch. woUld 'in fact deny. Well even if ·this istheoase it is 
certainly not clear from what Winch himself says~ 

. . 

. Now Quine (Quine:1969J has taken this argument about 
.the inevitable grafting of the translatorts:logico~to.the 
languag.e·of the inforrila:nt a step' further'· (and. a;Lthoughft is 

. not strictly speaking relevant to riy argument bere' I think 
he rais~asome central,questionsfor translation th~ory). 

..' Quine's argument can be out'lh1ed simply as follows. 
Picture the anthropologist in the proverbial jungle situation
 
starting froD scratch when le~ing a native 19n9uage (the .
 
pres,ence or absence of an interpreter oakes, no difference to.
 
the.philosophical point). ·Suppose a ra~bit· runs by pnd the
 

\ 
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n~tive utters 'Gavagai'. Theant~opologist duly notes down
 
I Rabbit , in his notebook, subject of course to further confirn

ation. But although this is the necessary' starting point of any


'process of trenslation (end by inplication, any underste~ding . 
af the (lino"1listic utterances of a person using even the seJ".le 
lunG'1lC:.ge). It is also the starting point for problens in' 
tr2~slation theory, at least for the anthropolo~st sensitive 
t9 the. possibilitY.,of. ~danent.al differences betwekn conceptu?~ 
systems of the ifuorfinn kind. " . 

. ' '.,' Quine illustrates this in the following '·way. "StinuJ..us
 
synonyny of the sentences. 'Gavagai" 2~d 'Rabbit' (stinulus

cynonyny Deans the stinulus Gonditions that proDpt the two
 
scntencesgavagai and rabbit exe the sane) does not even
 
fuarrortee that 'gavagai' and ' rabbit" are coexstensive terns
 
( i~e. terns true of the sane things.) Theinfornant's sentence
 
lGavagai' coul<;l, refer to rabbits, or nere stages" or brief
 
tenporal segnents of rabbits. In either eventthe stit1ulus
 

. situations that pronpt assent to 'Gavagai' would be the S&le 
o..s for 'Rabbit'. Again stinUlus neaning would register no 
difference when Gavagai is taken as a singular tern n~ 
a recurring universal or a, general tern. The sane probleos
Quine argues ~ise for, our' articles and pronouns, our siI1QtJUlar 

'and plural, our copula and our ideniity predicate. The 
inportant point is that over any renee of given stliJUlus 
conditions, theinfor.oant ,[my achie~e the'sane'nBt effects 
t:' L'ough linguistic structures so different tha.t any eventual. 
construing of our devices in the native L."I.IlgUage and vice
versa can prove unnatural. an~ largely arbitrary. ' 

For this reason, Quine suggests, translation (or

understanding) suffers froD a very radical kind of indeter

rJinacy. By this he neans sinply that conceptual sdhenes can
 
vary radically but undetected by the translator. In its
 

, sinplest sense this cnn be put by saying two nen (1. e. 
translator and inforD::mt) and also two speakers of ;the sane 
language) could be a.like in aJ..1 their dispositions to verbal 
behaviour under all possible sensory stinulations and yet the 
neanings or ideas expressed in their identic~ly triggered
and identically sounded utterances,could diverge radically
for the two nen in n. wide range of cases. . ' 

Now 
" 

IIIthough 
, 

it looks as if Quine· is running an
 
extrene Winchian relativisn here the enphasis is I think
 
qUite different and in fact distinctly un-ivinchian.
 

. , 

Consider trUth functions such as negation, logical
conjunction and alternation. By reference to assent and 
dissent Q'Iline argues ,w.e canstatesen,antic criteria for truth 
f:unctioning,i.e. cr;i.teria fo;f deterniningwhether a given
native idioD is to be 'construed as. "expressing the' trUth 
function in· question. Fo!-'exanplethe senantic criterion 
for negation is that i~ turns any short sentence to which 
one will assent in~o a sentence fron which one will dissent 
and vice versa.. 'Quine's point is that when we find that a 
native construction fulfils one or another of thesene~tic 
criteria we can ask no nore towards an underst~nd1ngof it. 
lUld as Quine points out, this ill accords with a doctrine of 
prelogical nentnlity. To toke the' extrene case suppose the 
infornant asserts as true ~. sentence in the forn 'po and not 
p,'. Now this' c'lain is absurd under our senantic criteria. 
lU1d, 'not tq be dogoatic, QUine asks what oriteria night' one prefer.
'''Wanton trNlslation' can nake natives sound as queer as one 
pleases. ,Better translation,inpol?0s our logic upon then and 
would beg the question of prelogicality if there were one to 
beg". ',' 

And as Quiire pomts, out, Malinowski spa.r~d the· 
Trobrianders the inputation of prelogicality by so varying his 
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translations of te~ns, from occurrence to occurrence, so to 
sidestep: contradiction. Le'ach protested but provided no clear 
solution for the issue. And as quine remarks, it is understand-' 
able that the alternative of blaming the translation of con
junctions, cupulas or other logical particles is nowhere 
considered, for any .considerable complexity on the part of the 
English correlates of such words would of course present the 
working·translator with forbidding practical difficulties. 

. . 
The maxim underlying Quine's logical and methodological 

charity then is that one's interlocutor's silliness is less 
likely than bad translation. For translation theory, as Quine 
puts it,' "banal sentences are the breath of life II • 

Behind all this is Quine's main point that all
 
translation proceeds only by means of a number of analytic

hypotheses which extend the limits of translation beyo~d where
 
independent evidence can exist.
 

Such analytic hypotheses' of the translator, for 
example , involve .. segIIl,enting heard. utterances into conveniently
short recurrent parts thus enabling the translator to compile 

.a list of words. Various of. these he h;n>othetica11y· equates 
to English words and phrases in such a w<...:J so as to conform 
to the pr~supposition that for example observation sentences 
can be translated or that truth functions can be translated. 

In other words it is honly by the outright projection

of prior linguistic habits that the anthropologist can find
 
(e.g.) general terms .in the native language at all, or having

found them match them with his own. "
 

The method of analytic hypotheses as Quine puts it
 
"is a way oj;' catapulting onesself into .the jungle language

by the momentum of the home language. It isa way of grafting
 
exotic shoots onto the old familiar bush until only the
 
exotic meets the eye." From the point of view of a theory of
 
translational meaning however the most notable thing about
 
analytical hypotheses is that they exceed anything ioplicit
 
in the natives' disposition to speech behaviour.
 

Iti6 worth mentioning here that Quine's principle
 
of charity is interpreted by Gellner in conceals andSociet~
 
(Emmet and MacIntyre :1970). as being not an in spensable

methodological requirement. but as'. evidence of a moral desire
 
on the part of the ant1u'opologist to be' "tolerant, 'understand

ing and' liberal, to refrain from an uncomprehending and
 
presumptious superiority in one's attitudes to other (notably
 
'primitive') sOcieties." '.....
 

. This leads me to my s'e~bnd obj"ection to Winch. This 
is. that S's language m.ust have operable logical rules and not 
all of these can be purely a matter of convention. Winch 
states that 'logical relations between Ifropositions ••• 
depend on social relations between men. But if this implies
that the concept of negation and the laws of non-contradiction 
and identity need not operate in S' s language .then it must be 
mistaken for if the members of S do not.possess even these how 
could we' ever understand their thought,· their inference and 
'arguments? (This follows from Quine). Winch half sees this, as 
Lukes rightly suggests, when he writes that the possibilities 
of our grasping forms of rationality different from ours in an 
alien culture' are limited by certain formal requirements
cen:8:'ing round the demand for consistcmcy. But these fornal 
reqUirements tell us nothing about what is to count as 
consistency, just as the rules of the propositional calculus 
limit, but do not themselves determine what are to· be values 
of P,Q, etc. 
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But as Lukes points, out, ,this is merely" a msleading way o~
 
saying that it is the content of propositions, not the logical

relations between then that is dependent on social relations
 
between -men. (19'67: 262).
 

, ,It follows,that it' S has 'a language ,it must minimally 
possess criteria of truth Cas correspondence to reality) and 
logic which we share with it and which simply" are criteria of 
rationality, in, that they, constitute the formal conditions, for 
the possibility of understandin~utterances by members of S. 

So far I have been concerned with fe~rly formal
 
objections to the most extreme interpretations of Winchis
 
pluralistic social solipsism.
 

Now I do, not want to deny that members of. S might not, 
against a background of universal criteria of trUth and logic,
adhere to beliefs which systematically violate these criteria. 
This in fact seems-to be typical of the ethnographic situation. 
What I do want to argue however is th~t these context
dependent criteria are in Lukes' phrase 'parasitic' on non
context-dependent criteria. That is where there are second 

, order beliefs about what counts, as true [(:v'rl Valid, those beliefs 
can only be rendered fully intel~igible as operating against 
a background of such criteria. ' 

, Consider the following exaople from Gellner's Saints
 
of the' Atlas ,(Gellner:1970). " ' _
 

According to Gellner the concept of 'barakar possessed 
by Moroccan Berbers which means variously 'enough', 'blessedness' 
and 'plenitude',and is believed to be manifested amongst other 
things in prosperity and in'the power to qause prosperity in 
'others by supernatural means has the interesting character of 
violating three of the most advertised categorical distinctions 
favoured by contemporary linguistic philosophers. ' 

1) It is an evaluative terI!l, but it 'is used'as,though
it were ,a descriptive one; possessors of baraka are thought of 
as possessing en objective characteristic which is eopirically
discoverable 

2) In as far as it is treated as en objective

characteristic of people manifest in their conduct it could
 
only be a dispositional one - but it is treated as though it
 
were the name of. some 'stuff' (e.g. it can be transmitted
 
between persons by neans of spitting into tho 'mouth),
 

3) its attribution is real+y'a case of' a perform

ative use of language - people become possessors of baraka
 
by being treated as though they were possessors of it- but
 

, it is also treated as ,,:though its possession were a matter 
wholly independent of the ~J..ition 6fthose who at~ribute it. 
This is, essential to the working of the Berber political.
life. ,Two cOI!lI!lents can be riade here: 

1) Concepts which like the concept of 'baraka'
 
consistently ride roughshod over the performative and
 
descriptive use of language would only be socially (and indeed
 
logically) poss~ble against a background of social behaviour
 
where the logic of perfornatives was not confused systemat

ically with the logic of description. Social behaviour such
 
as making promises or economic. contracts would be inconveivable
 
unless in general the social ioplications of performatives
 
were clearly seen and adhered to. ' ..
 

Wow all this raises the general question of 'what
 
understanding in this sort of situation will consist in. To
 
say with Winch that use is meaning is justification sinply
 
seems unhelpful. v{hat is added in the way of comprehension
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by saying that as far as Herber political concepts go the 
Berbers always live, as it were, in a conceptual dincnsion of 
their o,v.n in which our categorical boundaries do not apply? But 
as Gellner rightly suggests, we can sonetines only make sense 
of the beliefs in question by seeing how the manipulation of 
concepts and the violation of categorical boundaries helps it 
work. It is precisely the logical inconsistency of 'barakar 
which enables it to be applied according to social need and to 
endow what is social need with the appearance of external, 
given and indeed authoritative ree~ity. 

. . My third objection, then, is the one Lukes nakes
 
although in a slightly different context. Repaints out that
 
'it is only by assuming non-context.dependent criteria of 
rationality that one can "raise questions about the social role 
of ideology and false consciousness."(I,ukes:1970). And he 
'quotes the Soviet historian Joravsky as saying that the only 
way to prove which beliefs have performed-what functions in 
the social process is to stUdy the beliefs and social processes
from the vantage point of genuine knowledge. Consider the 
belief, Joravsky suggests, that was mandatory in Soviet Russia 
during the thirties: that land belongs to the people and there
fore collectivefamers hold their land rent free. This 
presents a specific verifiable statement ~s u logical 
consequence of a vague but.stirring principle, But the 
historian of Soviet ,ideology in his effort to discern the social 
fWlctions of various tyPes of thought should begin his 
analysis with the observation that rent has existed in the 
Soviet Union, whether or not Soviet. leaders. have been awe.re of 
it. Sinilarly we can add that the student of Berber political 
ideology should begin with the observation that 'bE'.raka,' is: 
an ideological construct of Berber political inagination. 
Gellner makes roughly the same point when he suggests that 
Winch's extrencfoI'TJ of logical charity blinds one to at least 
one socially significant phenonenon viz the social role.of 
absurdity•. 

Winch however does have sOIJething to say on this point, 
in criticising i'leber's account of sociological underste.nding.
As ''linch interprets it this consists on tho one hand of, 
'interpretive understanding' of the meaning of a piece of 
behaviour which is basically a psychological technique, a 
case of inaginatively putting oneself in the other fellow's 
position,· and on the other hand ,providing a casual . 
explanation of what :brought the behaviour about.' Casual 
explanation for "'leber involves foroulating statistical. le.ws 
based on observing what happens, thus enabling the observer 
to predict what'the agent will do on a. future' occasion. Now 
Winch disagrees with the latter part of this when he suggests 
'understanding' a piece of beh~vi6ur or utterances is quite
differentfron f orr:mlating statistical la.ws about the llleely 
occurrenoe of those sane .words in the future. "A nan who 
understands Chinese is 'not ,a man who has a fim grasp of the 
sta.tisticalproba.bilities for the occurrence of the various 
words in the Chinese language Olinch:1958:l5) .,Understanding
rather consists in "gras1?,ing the f point' or 'meaning' of what 
is being done or said." (ibid:115). . 

But although \V'inch.:gives no further examples of what 
he neanshere I think one can fairly easily provide one. To 
understand why a Nuer holds his fighting spear in his right
hand is not to be able to predict that on certain occasions 
in the·,future he will hold it in his right hand, but is rather, 
as Evans-Pritchard docs in his chapter on, spear synbolisn, 
to spell out the symbolic significance of the right hand for 
the Ntier, how it stands for nasculinity, Virtue, the 
patriline and so on. And as~inch rightly suggests, the notion 
of nenning here should be carefully distinguished froD ~t 

)
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of function (although of course this does nothing to refute
 
Gellner's or Joravsky's point).
 

My fourth objection can now he put in this 'way: Vfinch l s 
ratheraoorphous notion of a foro of l~fe provides no means of. 
deciding what is relevant to understanding a belief systeo.
Does understanding a belicf,systelJ cdnsistonly in elucidating 
what the informants norJ:1..9.1ly say a ,set of beliefs nean? I can 
illustrate very sinplywhat I mean with tho following example:
In Twins ,Birds" and Vegetables (Firth:1966) Firth found 
s~ficient evidence in extraneous, -unverbali~ed bits of Nuer 
behaviour, both in and outside Evans-Pritchard's pexticular
volune, to cast considerable doubt on what Evans-Pritchard and 
Levi-Strauss 'interpreted the twins = birds. fornula to nean. 
So, how, even in aninibal sense, are we to construe what the 
equation signifies for the Nuer? It is worth'addinG here that 
~uer E'7lir{ion is: the one work of Evans-Pritchard I s that \vinch 
recoITC0nds f.or accurately applying a Winchian methodology. My 

, ~~~~~. here 'isthat there is. in fact no such nethodology in 

My fifth objection concerns a second kind of issue that 
can only be raised by assuning non-context-dependent criteria 
of rationality, i.e.,. why certain beliefs continue to be 
believed or cease to be held. For it is 0nly by means of the 
application of rational ste~dards of truth or ,validity that 
the nechanisms and secondary elaborations that protect 
il~onsistent or unverified beliefs against predictive failure 
and falsification can be identified; this would apply both 
to the working of Azande nagic 2nd, according to Kuhn, the 
practice of 'normal science'. 

This point relates generally to the question of 
social change. It seems that if, as Winch argues, that truth 
and validitY. 'as applied to belief systens is entirely internal 
to then why do people abe.ndon religion or magical beliefs or 
scientific paradigns in the face of intolerable anoI!k~ies which 
as Lukes points out clearly cannot be internal to the paradiGms.
This applies not, only to the rej ection of n set of beliefs. by
rational criticiso but where, as Durkhein observes, conflicts 
arise not between a, society's notion of the ideal and the 
rationally discernable real but between two different ·(possibly
equally irrational) ideals ..; such as when a cargo cult re
places therrlssionary's Victorian Christianity. Winch either 
seens to be offeriIlG' a view of society as a perfectly integrated 
system in the old extreme functionalist sense or else must be 
regarded as hnving nothing to S~~ on this at all. 

, (The next point'I take straight from Lukes' The Social 
Determination of Truth.) , ' , ', 

-~ . 

~LY by;assttming the existence· of non-~ontext~
 
dependent,c~teria of rationality can one'raise questions

about the discrepancy between, gay, the conscious nodel
 
of n tribetso~iagesysten and its actual structure. The
 
issue here is not j'l.l.St one of the differenc,es between an
 
unverbalised and a ve~balised structure (e.g. the Iatoul
 
work with several principles for deternining the preferred
 
spouse, although as Francis Korn has suggested not all of
 
these ,will be given equal verbal, emphasis) but,where the
 
stated rules confli~t with actual practice. I take an
 
exaople fron Lukes., Marx's description of the 18th century

,ideas of society as beingcooposed of abstracted and isolated
 
'natural! individuals as 'insipid illusions' presupposed the
 
verifiability of the further clain that it is in the 18th
 
century, the very period'in which the view of tho,j.aolnted
 
individual became prevalent, that the interre~a~1ons of
 
society have historically'reached thQ~r h1ghes~ statc of
 
developncnt.
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My seventh obj,ection concerns the, 'reason' versus 
'cause' controvorsywhich is clearly central to Winch's 
thesis. My only point hero is that this soens to be a rather 
sterile explanato~y opposition at least in the way Winch puts
it. 

, Levi-Strauss's structural analysis of totenisn or 
say Needhan's p~alysis of left-hand/right-hand synbolis~ 
demonstrate clearly a nethod of conceptualising social relations 
by using natural concepts possessing the requisite logical 
powers in terns of opposition e~d ass ir.rilation. This is done 
by showing how sone part of nature isusodas a nodel for 
certain social relations and groupings. The model is not a 
purely abstract one but a concrete one which is enployed
both as a logical matrix and us concreteane~ogy. ' 

Now Bell,', (Bell:1967) who has unde the sane point,

rightly suggests sonething is gnined in understanding by the
 
revelation of the structur8~ analogies in synbolic systens.
 
Yet such understanding is not assinilated either to casual
 
explanation or explanation in terns of reasons. Rather it is
 
based on structural and hencefornal analogies between
 
enpirically discernable realities and a systen of concepts

enployed to conounicate about sone of thr~e realities. It is
 
this notion of 'structural analogy that needs to be introduced
 

"into vlinch's discussions of, sociological expl£'~ation. For 
e.,-onple diachronic change at the level of demography, such as 
that involved in Riviere's discussion of the uneven dis
tribution and rate of acceptance of' different types of . 
instrunents for hunting anong sono' :Sbuth Aoerican, Indians can 
be understood in' torrJS of the preservation of formal relation
ships in a'conceptua.l systen althoUgh they now becoI1e' 
relations between different contents. But the structural 
analysis of diachronlcchange, hardly seens to fit with 

. sociological understanding as Winch represents it, for iUnch' s 
philosophical argunent based on what constitutesneaningful
action operates e.t a,level far higher than that' of the 

,sociologist". ~he sort of, explanation which Winch' uxpressesas
the central core of sociologionJ. expl8nation msses the' 
point of structural explanation and also, incidentally, seens 
to ,coDDit him to Q.. radical conservatism, in sociological
explanation as Bell rightly observes. I an now in a position 
to answer the second of two quostions I raised earlier,viz, 
what are the appropriate criteria to apply to a given class 
of beliefs within a society. For any or 'e~l of a class of 
beliefs there are already I) context-dependent criteria o'f 
rationality which specify for exanple which beliefs nay
acceptably go together; 2) there are also contextually
provide,d criteria ot truth'-it is these which oake 'twins are 
birds' true for the Nuer; 3) there nre obviously contextually 
prov~ded criteria of neaning~ These last two po~ts seen to 
ne to SUD upelJ.that Winch is rea+ly at in·hislg64 article • 

. ", . : 

It is 'one,thing to say (and'this is sPtlethiilg with
 
whi.ch I wouldn't argue), that in order to di!3cover what for
 

,exanple the physicist Beans by' neutrine "and- 'Dass' in the 
assertion 'neutrines lack nass' we have to see how these 
notions operate within the language of physics, which includes 
observing thephysicists.criteria for identifying and re
id~ntifying abstract entities such as neutrines and the 
conditions under which he applies or does not apply the tero 
'mass' • But it is another" thing_t'o suppose that·it, follows 
fron this that there is no way of evaluating the truth of 
clains that occur within such a systen or evaluating the truth 
of the theory itself. In fact the history of science shows 
there are a fairly clear set" of criteria·, for .6·valuating rivaJ. 
theories and hence the truth ofclo.ims which 'arise within a 
theory. There are· such considerations as tho elegance of a 
theory, its siL1plicity, predictive success and ontological 
eponooy. Certainly the notion of 'truth' here is nota 

\. 
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sinple natter of correspo~1onc~ to an enpirically dis
covcrnble	 fact;. but we do llnve Good a priori and. 1"ractical 
reasons for preferring a Gorn theo·ry of disease 'to witchcraft 
explanations. And this holds even it all truth is, as Winch 
sutmests,	 ultinately the'ory-dependent.· 5) There are also . 
contextu~~ly-provided criteria which specify the best way to 
arrive at and ho14 beliefs. 6) Inceneral there are context
ually provided Qriteria which specifywhatco~ts as a good
J;'enson for holding £'. b~lief. 4 . , 

.	 .". , ":. ". " 

, Sonetines context-independent criteria,of ration
ality will not take ,the ,an~YSis of' religious beliefs very
fcirin .the forB of relations between beliefs that are to be 
explicated interns of ~provides a'reason for" as Fuller for 
exanple shows. But this does not ,as Winchseens to foagine 
oean they are dispensible.' Both would seen to be necessary
for tho understanding of a belief systen, the explane.tion of 
why they are held~ how they operate and'what their social 
conseCluences arc.· 

Ross Bowden. 

Note~. 

1.	 I am borrowing substantially fron Stephen Lukes' sunmaries 
of sorne of these positions that occur in On The Social 
Deternination of Truth. 

2.	 I e.fl following fairly o,losel;1 Luke's' stateneni: of this in 
Sone Problems about Rationality, p'. 259. 

3.	 In following Lukes' statement here I don't want to give 
the impression that I agreew1th everything in his two 
articles. In On the SociaL Deternination of Tru1h, there 
seem to be eight separate argunents, or nore accurately
four argunents and four crucial "sorts of Cluestions" that 
can only be raised for the sociology of belief if the four 
argtlDents are valid. Only one of these argunen"is ("ihe 
two parts of which I reproduce here e~s r:J.Y f,irst two 
objections) seens to be valid and the possibility of 
raising only these (although I only nention two) of the 
crucial questiops seens to follow given the validity of 
Lukes' central ~rguflent. 

4.	 Lukes summarises these points in Sone Problems about 
Rationality, p. 263. . 
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Galileo and the Topulogiba.lSpace 

In the intellectue~ history of a discipline.conbinations
of ideas appear alnost de nov~, E\lld yet upon closer·exan
ination they nay turn out to have been p~xt of the connon stor~ 
of thought for sooe thIe. The search fo~ Galileo and the idea 
of the topological space are thanes which nay" seen to· have little 
or no n.ecesse.ry connexion. Their·appenre.nce as two notifs in 

. Leach '(1961) 'produceda paper of great analyticnJ. effect. Its 
title Rethinking Anthropology was of' striking synbolic ve~U:e: 
the date of its publicfl.tion, or perhaps the ep.rlier. date of the 
public 'address (1959) upon which it was based,. nark in retro
spect a boundary tine between the innediate post-Mp~inowakian 
period :in British so.ciaJ. anthropology, r-m.d that phase (however
it be character1zed)..inwhich it is now. The content of that 
paper nay be assessed, a decade 'afterwards, .in different ways,
but its synb01ic:quality still renains. Rethinking Anthropology 
is now PlU't of the nyth.-drean. It is surely not ultinately
conprehensible in all its pexts to those o?ny undergraduate
and graduate students who have read it line' by line, with so 
ouch apprehension and hape? No nore perhaps than it was to its 
first e,udience in London in. 1959.' But a nessage was received 
then, and a r.essaGe is still receivedtiow, novelly encoded 
although it is. However [mch its argunent be dissected, with 
its nadden1ng sene..nticjunps and ellipses,tho synbolic
Rethinking Anthropology rom=dns iJJoune to purely logical analysis.
Yet it cane into existence· frOj~CODDOn olenents anongwhich
;werethe·two I have . already r:~entioned:: j>he' search for Ge~ileo ~ 
. and rtheidea of the topological space I •.:' Suitab1y Wagnerian 
ootifs to· accoopp...nythis,' undoubte,dly oneaf the nost. . 

neoorable and influential. of thosetepisodes in polenical,

socio-anthropolog;ical t:ourneys in which the'contestants,astride
 
their concel?tur~ systens, canter aciJoss·the sparse enpiric
 
fialJf.•••• ' (Derek Freenan,1962:l25). .
 

The Search for Galileo 
The conpl?xison of the state oftha social. sciences with
 

that of the nat:ural s~iences et sone earlier period haabecone
 
connonplace. r-1:orepref'isely,there has been the expectation of
 
a revolution in which a figure of the stature of one of the'
 
sreat innovators will appGur: t we are told this revolution has
 
not yet taken place in the social sciences; or at least it is
 
only: now in process of taking place. Perhaps social science has
 
not yet foUlid its Newton but tho' conditions are being created
 
in which such a genius could arise.' (Winch 1958:1).
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In 1937, RadcJ.iffe-Brown nade fI. characteristic state
. nent .fo~ social'anthrbpoloG7:. 

'The whole of rJodernnechenics did not becone possible 
unt:i,l, as a result of the wor~ of ..Willian of Ockhan and his 
followers and of Galileo, Newton was to foroul~te the concept 
of n~ss~ a fairly sinple and.obvious thing- but no·one of 
Newton's tine had thought of it, no one had begun to think of it. 
Only after this concept had been thought out, aevelopedand 
clcfined"scientifically did we begin. to geta·science of neohanics. 
I ru'1 suggesting that we have not yet thought of the inportant 

.concepts forso<::ialsc.ience .• Tp.ese. are still to· be discovered 
and devoloped and dofined.!(1957:29).
He adds: 

" 'There is always bey~nd (ac'cidentei discovery) an
 
inaginative perception O'f a Newton and· (a) Galileo. 'That is one
 
reason why really'inportci.nt discoveries have to wait on GeniUS'
 
(1957:30).
 

Although delivered at a Seninar in Chicago in the spring
 
of 1937, these ren?~ks (which the editor refers to as co~aining
 
Radcliffe-Brown's 'authentic style') were not published until
 
1957. They were, as a result, prescient in enbodying the nore
 
typical concern of the '50's.. ,with.Galileo. He,nowever, nado the
 
further statenent: 'Newton's and Galileo's procedures were both
 
flli"'1daJ::lontru.J..y taxononic' (1957:35),'·0. view which Len.ch
 
specifically .refuted in 1959.
 

As Radcliffo~Bro'nl had spoken in 19~1,so Malinowski,
 
posthunously in 1944:
 

'by the., advance of nodern physics since Copernicus,
Galileo, Newton or Faraday, we w01l1d .find the sane differential 
factors which distin.guish the s.cientifie fran other nodes of 
hUIlon thOUGht and. behaviour. Evorywhere we find, first and 
forenost, the isolation of the relevp~tfactors in a given process. 
The re?~ity and relevancy of these factors; ?xe discovered by
observation or experinent, which established their perrlanent 
recurrence. Constant enpirice~ verification as well fl.S the 
original founding of sc'ientific theory ['~d exPerience, is 

'"9bviously of'the very essence. of science" (1944:11). 

He adds, quaintly: 

.' It is at this point that the clains of anthropology
 
rJieht be pegged out'.
 

-

. So ..[lUch for 8ll ol.der anthropological. scientisn. With
 

Levi-Strauss (1953:540) we find that.: 'Iji,;i.s py floans.'.of
 
(certain) studies,"which e:xhibit .a tru.J.y flG8J.ilean 11

, outloolC, that
 
one nay hope. to reach a depth where aocial structure is· put on
 
a level with other types of nental structures, partioularly
 
the line,"1listic one.·1 He notes that he noons by Galilean:
 
I aining' to .deternine the law cif vari?tion, in' contradistinction
 
to the "l..ristotelian" outlook nostly. concerned with inductive
 
oorrelations •• ' n distinction. which he specifically derives fron
 
Lewin (1935), of whon Dore later. . . , . .
 

It is interesting that in a 1942 paper Lowin:alsp

connected 'Galileanisn' with the adve~ce upon sinple
 
classification that later appears wit~ Leach:
 

'In the tine of the Gr~eks', geonetry' shifted fron a 
"classificatoryll notho.d (which groups geonetric figures according 
to "sinilarities") to a' "constructive" or "genetic" nethod 
(which groups figures accQrding'to the way they can be produced 
or derived fron each other).Ever since, the llgenetic definition" 
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has doninated DC'.theI1atics. In physics c.. siailnr 
devclopnent occurred at the tine of Galileo. Biology
tried to take a najor 'step in this direction vThen the 
systen of Linnee was superseded by that of Darwin. ' 
(Lewin, 1942/1952:61).. '. '. . 

Althou~,;h the Galilean inage thus in one forn enters 
social anthropoloGY froil social psycho1ob"Y,' the nainstrean of 
its nore analogical use is better illustrated by ,Popper (1944-45
and 1957:1):' •.. .. " 

'Scientific interest in social r~d political questions 
is hexdly less old than scientific interest in 
cosnology and physics; and there were periods in 
antiqUity (I have Plato's political. theory in nind,and 
Aristotle's collection of constitutions) when the 
science of society niGht have seened to have advnnced 
further than" the s.ci-ence of nature. But with 
Galileo and Newton, physics, becnoe successful 
beyond expectation, .f[>X sur.passing all the other 
sciences; and since the tll~e o~ Pasteur, the Galileo 

. of biology,the biological sciences have been alnost 
eque.lly success.ful. But the social sciences do not 
as yet seen to have found thoir Gc..lileo._~ 

He specifically opposes this analogy with Galileo to Ginsberg's
nnalogy with Newton in the p~~sqGe (op.oit.:59-60): 

'My point, a'-~outthe technolOGical 2.pproach night
perhaps b'e tmde by saying that· sociolOgy (and perhaps 
even tho social sciences ingener?~) should look, not 
indeed for"its Newton or its De..rwin" but rather for 

" • '. '.. ~. . ,., t 

.---1t:!!Gallleo; d:i::' ita Pasteur.' .. 

He asser.ts: 
'It r.1Ustbe adnitted, , however, that, the success of' 
nathenatical econonics shows that one social science 
at least ha.s gone through its Newtonie.n revolution." 

With the full energence of the i.:"1age of Galileo, cones 
naturally the contr?xy inage of the Ptolenaic: systen. Leach 
(196l:~6-:27) hiI1selfnow says:. " • . that it was wrong but 

. . rThe trouble with Pto1enp,ic astronoJ.:1Y was notlthat· it 
, was sterile .- there could be no real develop!J.ent. until 

Galileo'wasprepared to abandon the basic premss that 
celestial bodies nu'stot necessity'nove in perfect. 
circles with the earth at the centre oftha universe •• 
v1e an-thropologi·sts likewise tlU,st re-exanina basic 
preniSses and realise that' EnClish3:-anc,"'l;U"\_ge patterns
'of thought. are not a neQessary rlodel for the whole of 

, hun.an sQci~ty.' . ' .. : . . 
lie says: 'Of such cycles and ep~cycles there hr no end' (p. 26 ) • 
He repeats (1962: 240) : " '. " 

'.'The Ptolenaic systenof astronony which finally 
crunbled Under the onslauGhts of Copernicus and 
Galileo was just such a nodel of ideal types ••• Sone of 
oy anthropological colleau~es appear to believe in a. 
siLrllar way.that certain traditionally accepted
sociologicalconforrmtioIls are e.i "law' of naturel!. 1 

We nay conpare this with Wiener (1948., 2nd, edition 1961:viii): 
:1 When I cru::.le to M. I. T•. around 1920 t. the General node of 
putting thequestionsconcerni~gnon-lin~ar apparatus 

.was to look for a diroct extension of the notion of 
inpedance which could cover linenr·as well as non~ 
linear systens. The result was that the ·study of non
linear electrical engineerinG was getting into a state 
conparable with that of the last stages of the ptolenaic

.' systen of. astronony, in which· epicycle was piled on 
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epicycle, correct.ion upon correction, until a VF,St 
.	 'patchwork, str','-;i:.':.X'e ultio2.tely broke dmID under its 

own weight. Jus't as the Copernican sys~ ";~1 ~.r()se out 
of the overstrained ptolenaic systel'l, with 2. sinple
and natural heliocentric description of the notions of 
the heavenly bodies instead of the conplic2.ted and 
unperspicuous Pto~eDE.ic Geoc~ntric systen, so t~e study
of non-linee~, structures 2.ndsystoDs, whether electric, 
or neckanical, whether natural or artificial, has needed 
2. ~resh and independent point of connencenent.' 

Wiener acknowledGes usef.uldiscussions with Dr •• K. Lewin. 

'. In the two 'such different worlds of non-linear 
electrical, engineering and of unilineal descent systens the 
la.ncuage of. crisis looked back to' the destruction of classical 
'astronony. It is not necessary to add to such quotations to 
show that the search for Galileo, (or Newton, or Darwin or 
Pasteur) and the perception· of out-of-date Ptol·enaic systens
crw:lbling nnd tottering, were pe~t of a widespread node of 
expression in.nany disciplines - already e.nal0Gical in its 
preciser usages: notaphorical or rhetorical in other applications. 

The TopoloGical space 

Kurt Lewin was ~esponsible for the first inportant 
discussion of topoloGY in relation to social studies so it is 
worth citing hin at sone.length. His najor work was the 
Principles of Topolo{"5ical Psycholoo;y (N. Y. 1936). Elsewhere he 
has this to say about the concept of the topological space in 
psychology e~d socioloGY: 

'Psychology has to, d~al with a r~titude of coexisting 
facts which c~e interrelatGd and have a relative position to 
each other; in nathen2.tical terns, it has to deal with a "space".

'Mathenatics knows a v2.riety of different types of 
spaces. It is an enpirical question as tO'what kind of 
geonetry is best suited to represent the dynmJic inter- . 
dep~ndence of that realn of facts which is treated in 
a particu18~ science. Since Einstein it has bean known 

. that Euclidean geonetry, which previously. was the only 
geonetry applied in physics, is not best fitted for 
regresenting the enpirical physical space. For 
psychology, a recently developed non-quantitative
geolJ.etry, called 'topolo,G'Y', can be used satisfactorily
in ,dealing with proble6s of structure and position in 
a psychological field. This space.pernits represont
ation of the position inside or ou~side .o! a certain 
region, the relation between parts and whole, and a 
great nunber o·f 'structurnJ.·· ch~~cter;istics. 1'...11 of 
this is done tn anathonatically exact way but does not 
presuppose the' quatit·itatiV'e de1;;erninatiop. of size, 
which is generally not possible in-a~8ychological
field... ,.-	 .. - , 

'It is~ I suppose, beyond question that'sociology, 
too, deals with'a "nul.titude of coexistent inter
dependent facts" - in other words with the "enpirical
space"'.' The sociologists -and. psychologi'sts should 
recognize what has been long known', that the 
enpirical space is nothing other.: than eo. nul.titude of 
facts existing at a given tine and showing certain 
types of interpendence •••Better insight into the 
neaninG,of space in nathenatics and physics should 
readily lead t.pthe understanding that the social field' 
is actually an'. er.il?irical space, which· is as "real" as 
a physical 'one.;' CLewin 1939, reprinted in 1952 :150
151). ':' . ' ' ... 
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He goes on: 

'For in sociology, as in psychology, one is frequently
ablo'to deternine relations of parts and whole and 
changes in distance or direction without being able to 
dete~rlne quantitative relations of s~ze, distance, 
or e~le. In addition, these geonetries seeD to be 

, .particul.arly suitable fer represen;ting the. peculiar
conbina;lion of "cognitive" and Ildynanic" factors which 
is characteristic of psychological and social fields, 
as well as a nurlber ,of other fundanental properties of 

'", . 
the social-psychological dynaoic:'(p.152). 

, Levi-Strauss, in the sane essay in which he specifically 
uses ~e:Win's 'Galilean' concept, (1953,1964:283), refers to 
topology as one of the fields in which it has been possible 'to 
develop ariGorotis approach toproblens which do no adnit of a 
I10trical solution.' He also says'that 'social structure nay 
have to d~al with prehistory, archaeology, and diffusion 
processes as. well as with psychological to~olOgy, such as that 

. initiated by Lewin or Merino's socionetry't1953:532; 1963:290; 
'cf~ also Nadel 1957:145).. " 

when Leach(1961) introduyes a topplogical analoGY into 
his RethinkinsAnthropology, it is therofore surprising that he 
does not refer to Lewin, whose well known systen illustrates the 
conplexity (and even the dangers) of a topological nodel. In 
this connexion it is worth recalling Braithwaite's criticisn 
.that .' to be profite.blethe systen nust be representable by a 
oalculus in which forrmJ.ae are genuinely derived, according to 
the rules ,of the calculus,fr6n other fornulae'. In referring 
to Kurt Lewin's Principles of TopoloGical Psychology he says:
'the flere translation of tendency statenents into nathenatical 
languaGe is not sufficient 'to flake a quasi-deductive systen 
out of then. The essence of nnthenat.l.cs is not its slbolisn, 
but its nethodsof cleduction.' Braithwaite,1953,19 0:3 note; 
ny enphasis.) 

There is absolutely no reason why social e~thropoloGists 
should not explore these ,fields. A sinple statenent of the basic 
nathenatical concepts involved nay be cited fron one of the nost 
elenentary works:·; 'f 

'In General ciny set of objects is called a topological 
space if n collection of its subsetS'are singled out 
so that the collection has the three vroperties we 
found in the open sets on the line: "1) The whole space
and the enpty set belong to ,the collection; 2) The union 
of any nunber of, sets, in the collection is also in the 
collection; 3) The intersection of any two sets in the 

collection is Rlso in the: collection. ~ihen these three 
conditions are satisfied~ the sets in the collection are 
called iihe '''open sets" of the "space"'. 'Under this 
definition, any collection of obj.ects can be converted 
into a topological space, usuallY in nore than one way.' 
(Adler,1958,1960: 120). , 

Leach's presentation of topology through the rubber

sheet analogy was possibly the nore evocative one to use to
 
introduce the natter to a grQUP of functionalist anthropologists

in·1959. 'It Day be expressed' so: '
 

'We s~y that two topological spaces are essentially the 
sane or are honeoDorphicif thGreis ~ one~to-one 
correspondence betweEm then that preserves the 
topological structures eflbodied in.the systen of inter
locking open sets.' (Adler op.cit. :123).

As is well-known the topological space can thus be approached
 
fron set-theory or fran geonotry; froD the latter Euler1s
 
Theoren is an illustration.
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,~cience nnd Myth 

Galileo and the topological space were notifs united by

Lewin in the thirties. They were ,united again by Leach in 19591
 
1961. Levi-Strauss lies sonewhere at the heart of the tre.ns
mssi'on. Lewin's applicf1.tion ofthenaturC"'.1 scientific anDJ.ogy
 
was, as we saw, serious enough to be s~'erri.ly rejected by

Braithwa.ite. Thetenptation to do the sar.1e. for Leach should
 
perhaps be resisted~ Strangely enouGh we should, ;" I in these
 
less positivistic days, even be prep8~e~to say: 'the essence of
 
rm,therJatics M, its synbolisn' (by a twisting of Braithwni.te' s
 
use dftha tern 'synbolisD').· ."
 

The forT:1~ systens. of science 'a..nd' the inages of science
 
seen to forn co-existent and interrelated semiotics. Tho search
 
·for a new synthesis, and for ~ non-nensurational view of
 
systenatic relation.~hips, could be apprehonded onl~ synbolically

in the fifties by nost socia+n.nthropologists, given the
 
characteristic bases of their training. Leach's paper, e.s he no
 
doubt would be~he first 'to Etb!'ee, is bril1.iant nyth rather than
 
nathenatics.' Yet the great interest of nathenaticians in
 
topoloGY is itself pnrt of the'general intellectual ~ovenent of
 
our tine, of which the structuralist or 'neo~8..nthropoloGiaalt
 
trends in social anthropology e~e another exprossion. TopoloGY

w:?s for Leach as the phonene was for'·Levi-Strauss - sonething

Good ~o th.ink with. .	 ,..., 

We Day finally.note that Galileo was chosen by Popper,

for one, to synbolize the awaited new era for social science
 
because of the essentially experinent2~ and, technological break

through associated with the invention of the teles'cope. This sort
 
of expectation is generally less appealing nowadays; the
 
conputer once appeared to enbody' it; but wesh2~1 probably need
 

. a Newton	 after all. At least we already have Et few Keplers about. 

Edl-lin Ardener. . 
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£. s. d. varna 

In what wp.s- both ['.. theoretical e.nd [>. nethodological
 
note, the French socioloGist and indoloGist, Louis Dunont nade
 
the followinG sugGestion:
 
I 
The tine hasperh[>.ps cone when the nirror which enthropologists 
direct at other societiesshou:Ldbe turned. back bW' then on 
ourselves, when we should try. and fornul~te our own institutions 
in conparative lanG~age, i.e. ina lanf~age Dodified by what we 
hp.ve l'earnt of -different societi'Os,' however incooplete it still 
is.' (Dunont: 77) • 

lQong this line of thinkinG, we night develop further 
the coonent by the Indian sociologist, G.S. Ghurye that of all 
the sociEQ systens,he has studied in the world, 'it is' the 
classical English estate systen that· nost resenble.s the Hindu 
varna schone of cnste inter-relationships. 

Using the varna schene of Shudra, Vaiysha, Kshatriya
.and Brahnin, I intend to apply this to an analysis of t;ra
ditional British society as it is reflected in the currency 
systen and in certain drinking habits as a systen of siens 
(Bexthes) t?ncibly representing attitudes in the fornation 
of their socipl structure. At the end of tho analysis, it 
will be shown how these systens relE'.te and how tlle forth
corrlng D-Day (15 Februnry,197l) synbolizes recent chenGGs in 
the traditionnl social structure. 

The systen of orGanizing units of noaey into a four
tiered syst'en, related in unequal unitsis unique in the world. 
The three tiered units of currency is usual because those 
unitsare unrelated by any cor.~on· divider. I p~op.ose_the 
following a1ir;rioen~: 

; .' 

Shudra••••• ~ •••.•.•Pe.noe 
Vaiysha•• r ••••••••• shiilings
Kshatriya••••••••••Pounds·sterling 
Br~~•••• ~ ••••••• Guineas 

The lowest of the E~3lish estates was the peasant 
f~ler and he conducted nost of his daily business in pence. 
The urban proletariat also used this as their prinary oediun 
of exchpnge. There is ouch historical evidence to show that the 
food and"luxury itens" (i.e. tobacco and alcoholic beveraGes) 
purchased in previous tines by this lowest TUnG of the social 
ladder in both India and Britain was calculatGd in pence since 
the next unit up, the shilling, was a large sun of noney at 
one tine. The British Shudra rarely saw shillinGs. 

The Vaiysha or Tlerch::nt class are often referred to 
by the Fr2ncophile (reluctantly) British as "those of the 
town" by Co French terrl - the Bourgeoisie. These traders dealt 
in l?~ger anounts and required larGer units for their CODnerce. 
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Th.::; resulted in the s:.ill:i.ne which wascEt~cu.l.c:ted.< ,,-f'tor.the 
Conquest~ to consist of twelve Shudra units. TG this d~y, itens 
appropriate to this nerchant cless, 'such 2S books, nre still 
quoted in shillings. . 

The' Indian Kshatriya varna of warriors and rulers finds 
its equiv!:'J.ent in the urben "civil servant" of Britain. This 
STOUp, well-paid and dealinc with the affairs of governnent,
required a larGer unit of currency with which to conduct their 
affairs and this resul~din the construction of a currency tier 
equal to twenty Vaiysha units. 

These differential enounts nay be explained as sib~s 
of separation. The threat of Shudra to Vaiysha was low and so 
the anount between theD sliCht, _, while Vr'.iysha anbitions towarcls 
the Kshatriya wore greater arid' so a greater difference was 
requirod. It is still not uncODI:lon for British Vaiysha to attenpt 
to boost their socia..l prestige by attenpting ·to find Kshatriyas
in their ancestry. . 

The hereditary and spiritual heads of British society,
the aristocracy, are. Bralu:1in and would have liked to ha:we put 
as ouch differentiation between thenselves and the disliked but 
necessary Kshatriya. But, the' Kshatriya,as oilitnryfi{~es 
and powerful civil servants were· too influential. ·,All that was 
possible was to construct a fourth tier in the seventeenth 
century ce..lled the GUinea, only being equal to one Kahatriya 
E'.nd one Vaiysha unit. However, as the Enpire grew and 
Kshatriy8. power increased, the Guinea was driven out as a 
t£l.ngible unit of currency and, was last ninted' in l8l}. 'rhe 
Ksh['..triyn h~.d. triW"lphed. in the area of· their Greatest, conpetence 
e.nd power - the fornal running of civil governnent. J3ut, in 
areas of ritUal, the Brahbin were still doninnnt and until this 
day have naintained the usage of tho Guinea when referrinG to 
the prices of prestige articles such D.S the price of paintinGS,
prestige holidays, or other articles of quality ritually sanctioned 
by the Br.ahnin. 

In the latter part of the twentieth century, tho 
Ks~~triya have becone nore and nore ioport~.nt~ The national 
Panchayat, which fornn.lly was.. riGidly clivided into Brahnin 
(Lords) and Kshatriya (Connons) consultative function is lInOW to 
all intents and purposes,a sinGle practical; body, with th? 
BrahrJins beinG reduced to oerely ritual functions • 

. 
With theco¢ng of the chc.nge in: the nonetary systen 

to a systeo. of decinals, the last ubiquitous ritue..l power of 
the Brarnxlns is being 'threatened. The Kshatriyaunit, the 
Pound sterling, is the basis of the newsysteo. The old synbol
of Vaiysha subservi£'.nce, the shilling, is to disappear altogether
and reflocts their rising inpo,r.t,a.nc.e,•. The .new penny, synbol of 
the Shudra, is to be ~rev.alued by two hundred and forty peroent 
to r~ake it a viablesepE'..ration ,between Kshatriya and the Shudra 
as it never was before. The ~uinQa,withits dependence for 
synnetry upon both the shilling and the pound, will be nade to 
look ridiculous, 8;S recent publications on decinalization 
suggest. . 

A significant point here ,is that there were, fron the 
Viaysha, sUG~estions that it w.ould be nore practical for 
business affairs to base the new currency on the "new pouncP, 
or .' "old II ten shillinGs. The battle for synbolic doninance was 
brief but even thOUGh a. vestiGe of·· .tho Vaiysha (the sixpence)
will reneinfor a short, unspecified tine, the Kshatriva 
victory was conplete. It nay be renenbered that in other sterling 
area countries of the Connonwealth,. where the Vaiysha tend to 
doninate, their unit of currency has been retained in the forn 
of a "dollar" - the.t, is, the shillins base, but without tho nano. 
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Now, we Day shift to another inportant locus of 
ntt cntion in British 8" ::i. r , "iy - tho pub. Endless nctivitics 
circul~to exound it, and the British will nru{o any excuse to 
enter it and tcl{erofresbLlont. Thoro Day be sonothinc to the 
sharp division betweon Public' and Saloon when applied to t:J,G 
schene above, but it is thevariousdifforent drinks served in 
thQSO two sections which carry Dore lUGgage as a'systeD of siS~s. 

This nost chare,ctoristic of 'institutions, .where 
behaviour is 'rituF'lly prescribed ',and circunscribed in 8. variety 
of· ways 'has its own internal coherence or "boisonlegique". By 
c2.refully assiGIlinG certain Characteristic beverQ.Ges to the 
afore-nentioncd fout groups an obvious anelytic paradign €merg.es 
. " Shlidra ..••• '•• Beer (Scotch) . 

Vaiysha ••••• Cyder (Wine) 
Kshatriya••••• Scotch (Beer) 
Br~mJin ••••••Wine (Cyder) 

Processed Wine Femented 
Culture V Nature 

Scotch K B(SE)' . 

The first chart n~les v~ious classes in British 
society and postUla'es the drinks characteristic and alter
native (in parenthesis) for theD~ The second diaGrru~ interprets
their inte;t"-relE'.tionships or, .1I1es structures e1enento..ires de 
la'parenthese." . 

. ' TheShudra workincclass identifies itself with the 
nation's beer, but also latently enjoys the prestiGe of Scotch. 
The Viaysha bercharits (especially of the chE'xo..cteristic south
western Enclish) tak:eoyder as their daily drink, but aspire to 
lithe better thinCs in life, 11 Ttlith wino as its synbol. The 
Kshatriya civil servant is a firD scotqhdrinker, but will often 
take a pint of beer at his local. Lastly the Brahr,lin' e.ristocrat 
has wine as his s~'lbol, but for a sort of rustic sensibility
will often drink draught or even bottled cyder. 

The second diaGrmJ shows the inter-relationships
(arnatures and axes) of the schene in the first diaGro..n. 1!Jino 
and scotch. exe on the "strong and expensive ll axis (SE axis),
and reach their a~ie in the Brahnin, whereascyder and beer 
are on tho "weak and cheal)1I axis (WC axis)" The oppositions
of scotch to wino and beer to wine are based upon both societal 
2nd diGostive criteria. Cyder and wine enjoy'the B1finity, 
on the other hand, of being at once fruit products and alSO 
the result of siDple fementation, while beer and scotch are 
J?rocessed. This clerives an IIF" axis (Fernented) and a "P" 
tProcessed) l"...xis ,respectively. . . 

. Further,itnust be pointed out that there is a con
,~~'ce in M "R" (for ReGional) axis between cyder Md 
scotch, whereas beer and wino ~e uade in De~y places. A 
fuller statenent, in r'.ore riGorous fe,shion of these relation
ships,is as follows: 

Faxis	 SE jtxis 
C=\'[	 sllw C::W:Bi:: S (F + Faxis) 

B- I I W' ~ C·.. S B:' • W (B + Faxis)WC ~xis •. ••P l..xis 

B' =S	 C II B -. 
It is clear that the Shudra hELve an affinity for tho 

Kshatriya and they swap beveraGes 'to synbolize this. They nay 
also exchange wonen hyperCo.I.101.l.S1y" while the Vaiysha look to 
the Brahnins in a siI'.ilar nanner.This nay be synbolized as: 
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w/b : S/k ~ s '. :..k : w :: k exchange 

In ter~s of class origin, this is predictable and is 
what I would tern the principle of alternative oPPcGition. 
~here is in the socioloGical literature (Cohen, 8iu~el) r~0:. 
to show that ermity exists between closely conpeting groups in 
a society and though traditionally the estate systen in Britain 
nay have functioned as a syston of inter~relationships, con:flie.t 
nay havebecone greater in recent years due to, influences fron 
the West (principally the United States). While this ennity nay
be less noticeable in the urban British centres, where the 
systen ceased to exist as a viable unit sone years ago, it 
shows appalingly in village Britain. Therefore, to understand 
the operation of British social structure, it is to villaGe 
Britain we Dust turn rather than the highly Westernized urban 
centres. 

Our second figure can also tell us about attitudinal 
and stereotypic features of the social structure. As we saw, 
thero is a WC axis centering on the Shudra. WC jokos, as 
DOSt know, are of "low" character and are considered "dirty",
which is precisely the popular stereotype of the Shudra. This 
lios in opposition to the SE axis of strength culninatinc in 
tho BrahDins - the strongest Group in the society~ The'a 
axis reflects the regionality of the groups froD their 
characteristic drinks - the nostregional products' (sc,otch and 
cyder) are representative of Vaiysha and Kshatriyawho,
oppositionally, are the nost nobile group in Britain, whereas 
the least regional products on the R axis (Wine and beer) are 
characteristic of Shudra and Brahnin groups nost tied to the 
land in a particular reGion. The Faxis,not yet nentioned, 
represented the relationship of the drinks to food and oentres 
on the Vaiysha .who, as the society's nerchants, are nost 
tied to this function as suppliers of sustenance to the social 
order. ' ' 

I no, of course, not the first to show congruences
between eastrononic preferencos and social structure. (soe 
Levi-Strauss: 4;1..1)., ' . 

In order to see botter how this works out in terrls of 
social doninance I)attorns, I have drawn-up a "triangle
boisonaire" froD the previous data: . 

SubserVience Raw NATURE 
Roasted 

( ) (~17ne) ( .. ) 

Air/~ater,
 
C :a 

( + ) ". Snoked Boiled ' ' ,( + ) 
: Cooked Rotted 

, DOMINl:..NCE (Scotch) (BGer-Cyder) CULTURE 

At the peak of the triangle' is the wine-drinking
Brelmin. He drinks a beverage which is nade fron a raw fruit 
which is not allowed to rot fully, as is the case with cyder.
The "roasted" oust be taken oetaphoricaJ.ly as this refers to 
the carefully prepared and refined technique of the food of 
this group, but nay also have sonething to do with a wine once 
characteristic of this group which is, in effect, roasted 
Madeira. l..t angle B, are the beer drinking Shudra and the 
cyder drinking Vaiysha. Beer is boiled in its preparation,
while cyder is the product of rotting fruit. The fact that 
these two groups are found here should not be surprising as 
they cane historically fron the sane low rank and have only 
recently (the niddle ages, perhaps) been differentiated. 
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At anclo C, are the SJotch drinkinG Kshatriya, whose beverace 
. is slowly cooked· in larGo vats and ofton pou:rod into sl:lokod 
,casks for curine. Sic;n.ificantly, air (ofton 'sI::oked 2..nd cooked, 
therefore 4ot) is the OnlYSU~.a.ratio.n between the Kshntriya
.nd the Brahnin" whilo wator (', a nora solid and thorofare :-.iorc
 

r,rohibitirig aGcnt) separates the lo~er Vai.ysha/Shudra fron tho
 
higher Brahnin. . .' ". .
 

to trianGle bo1F3'onairooff,ersthe final confirnation 
for tho hypothesis that the doninant caste, followingSrinavas,
anonG. the 'British, is tho Kshatriya" as thoy are in the nost 
favour.ed and strongest part ,of the triangle, enj oying a conplete
plus doninance -ovor the wine drinking Brcllrrln, who are, 

'r(3spoctively, the "cultur£'..1" and. the nat\:i.rnl rulers of Britain• 

. It is also clear that the Kshatriyn understand the si~
nificance of such a construction as they jealously h08~d their 
strengthening beverage 'to thonselves' by a hiGh tnx. The 
rolq.t:ivo:J,.y lower tax inposed on beer p.nd cyder insures it for 
thonnsses, while Brahoin ritu£'..1 power obfuscates the under
stnndine; ond use of wine by otho~s. It is clear, thorefore, 
that while hiCher cultures organise thcir lives on the basis of 
proforences.oftaste anq. reason, "chez los snuvages" of 
Britnin, thines arc clone "to protect the purity of their beinGS." 
(Levi-Strauss: 419). . ." 

Further analysis of, Brita.in re~ea1s a continuing 
obsessLoIT with congruent pr~~itlve classifications based upon 
the four-gart ScheDe: 

Land, Divisions Rad,io Entertainnerrt 
. Shudra . Ireland Radio I Television 
Vaiysha Wales Radio II Cinena 
Kshatriy'a . Scotland ' Radio III Theatre 
BrahI:1Ul. ' Engla.nd~. jtadio IV Conc~rts and Opera 

Pe'is Transportl
Shudra BUdgies Public 
Vaiysha Dog Taxi 

"Kshatriya, Cat Private cars (papked)
Brahnin Spec. pets Private cars (unparked) 

Two points ought to be nade with respect to any 
jUdgenen~ of, the ideas and analysis contained in this paper.
First, I have inte~ded this effort tc be suggestive of e, 
point of view'and rhope thai; I·oanage, ~togive •••• ideaS' even 
wheIT (you, the reader." doesn't) •• really know what ( I an) ••• 
saying' (Leach':1967:xvii). 'Second, and with nest particular 
reference to the unsupported correlations of British native, 
or 'practical" (Leach:1968:1) schen~s ,of, ,synbolicclass
ification o'f 'etperienccl ,as ..it' relate-st·o saoial structure, I 
wciU1.d hope that :th.EFf'ollow±ng point .woul?-<bO .t,a.ken seriously:. .,' . 

. '. '.G'enE,lraiisati'b:h's: on suoh a crandios'c soale are likely 
to provide na;nyeasy tarGet~ for the hostile critic 
and there' are sono weak' patches in••• (the) ar(~~ont 
but I cannot seo that this really natiiers •. ln a 
conparable way it. is easy to show that Freud was 

'very often wrong on po~ntsof detail; this does not 
detract fron the nassivevalidity of Freud's najor
generalisations. Even it tine should show that sone of 

..the i tens of evidence have been nisplaced, the 
'fundanental nethod of (the) ••• analysis is an innovation 
fran which there c?~ be no retreat' (Leach:1970:185) 

Grant McCall. 
Note 1. Motor ~cles enjoy a sonewhat less t~an ~espectable 
inage and they serveextrenely adequately as n syriliol of dofiance 



by the younG. They cone between the Kshatriyp_ and the Brahnin
 
shared use of priv8.te vehicles, the forner being 'pp.xked' rttld
 
the latter being tunpp.rked.' The Kshl:'.triya, in spite of his
 
beinG able to afford to purchase aprivatevehiclo of Great
 
power and prestiGe is thwexted in the full expression of this
 
o\filership by havinG to park his nachine, a'n0st frustratin~
 
exporience and one which the Kshatriya is willinG to spend
 
large SU"1S of noney.on to facilitate even to the point of
 

. ~estroyinGbee..utifUl urban features which obstruct his buildinG 
pl~sfbr prxkinG lots and nUlti~storey car pRrks. The BrahrJn, 
on the other hand, owns a private vehicle~ but it is chauffeur
driven - that is, . it requires no parking space about which the 
Brclll:ri.n Dust be concerned. He is tree to take· his private
vehicle (or·to be taken it it) to where he wishes without beine 
conc("rned where the nachine will rest while he is not in it. 
When the Brahr.'lin is ready to clepp..rt, his vehicle is brought to 
hin at his will. liS was shown befC're; .the Brahnin and the 
V0.iysha share a nunber of·· af.:f'inities ana the letter's taxis 
are entire.ly conpatible with this as their appropriate foro 
of transport. The notorcycle, is a non-chauffeur driven vehicle, 
but, on the o,ther hand, reqUires no Qr nininal parking space l 
It is, in short, outside of the, classification systen and is, 
thus, polluting. (see Doublas)~ It is an abonination for nost 
of the society as such and only those siL1ilexly 'Iinpure ll for 
other reasons and thus outside of the systen will find it 
approprlatefor their use. Perhaps re.cent attenpts of the , 
Kshatriya to nark cycle parking spaces in large cities .i8 an 
attenpt to .bring ilJpure cycle owners into the systen or, at 
least, to detract fron their affinity with the Brahr.1ins. It is 
probably no accident, in this line, thl:'.tdeviant cyc~ist clubs 
ofton take on nar.lOS associated with royalty (i.e. The KniGhts, 
The Kings) or, in another vein, use nar.1CS to synbolize their 
ou~-of-plaoe and paradoxical eonf~~eting low/high status within 
the cl?ssification schene (i. e. The Hell's l...ngels). 
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Lfrican Medic~?Taxonony: 
with special. rofcrcnde,tO' oental illness; 

It has been said that prinitive cl~ssification of
 
illness, is ccnplotoly unrelntedto Westorn cc'toc;orios, and
 
that in ·pe.rticular 0.11 fcrrls of illness o.ro snicl to be cc..usod
 
by witchcraft or supernatural aGencies in prirutive societies.
 
Field discussed tho problen briefly:
 

'The first probleo of clnss;ification -whether to 
adopt rm etBnolociccl. or a psychiatric b8.~is,- was easily 

, disposed of. Had I chosen tho forner, each category would 
hnve reoained hopelessly heterogeneous. '(Fielcl:l960:149) 

,Since she felt thnt "witchcraft cases" would have
 
covered ~loSt of their ,diac;nosis,. ,'she used \'lestcrn dia@lostic
 
labels such as depression and schizophrenia.
 

,Over the,last few years nore interest,has been taken 
in prirlitiveclassification. Kinship has alwayS been a central 
area of investigation of such sY,stens by, 2nthropolocists, but 
in the lc.at decp.de other folk tnxononies have been stUdied, the 
field now beinc ce.llecl " ethnoscience, "bysone.Before ever 
discussing 'the classification of illnesses in different 
cultures oneMata nsk if there is the cctegory "illness" ['.s
such. There seens to be no report of a society that does not 
usee category closely reseobling what we call illness. (It can 
thus be called an, "etie" cateGory since it is universal)
(Roone1 and D'1~drade:1964). In the case of spirit possession,
there l1ay be nreaawhere certain'states are defined as illness 
in onei~ty and not in QUother, but even in our O\n1 culture there 
are thos~ who are difficult to classify as "ill" or "not ,ill". 
There flay be doubts, for exanple ,as to whether' a person shoule?%led 
eccentric or Dentally ill. 

Th~ early papers on the subject of prinitive concepts

of illness 'ended to concentrate on, concepts 01' causntion, 2nd
 
c~thouGhthese could be classified, they were not the only
 
systen used and in fact seldon relate to the actual nn01nC of
 
,illnesses. CleDent'a i,)aper on "P.rinitive Concepts of Disease"
 
was the first najor work in EnGiiahand deals entirely with
 
theories of diseaso caUsation, discussing,the ideas found
 
t1;l.ro~hout the worlcl and postulating various patterns of
 
diffusion to aocount for the presGnce of theseidoas.He
 
actue.lly defines his sUbj ect as: '
 

Prioi1ive conce~ts of disease are those idees held 
by prloitive peopie as ~o the cause or tenesis of 
sicknase. (Cleoents: 1932:1Q6). 

His classification of causes has beennodified slightly but
 
is still the' bnsic '~,ext on this subj ect. He firstly' extracted
 
three basic cateGories, of cause: ,;'
 

. tlj Natural causes'~ .' 
, ( 2 Hunan. aeency. ' 

. (3 ' Supernatural aeency. .
 
He p;r~ferred, however,' to ca1.lthe last t-wo- Unne.turn.l Causes of
 
Dis,ense and divide theso into: ' , , ".',
 

(1)	 Sorc~ry. This is the action of, hur.k~ beings usuc~y 
usin,r; contar;ious, or initative [,18.6io. He includes 
the evil oye, in this. ' ..' , 

,( 2) Breach'	 of Taboo. 'This nay' be unintentional. 
Confession is the usual forn of traatnent. 

(3)	 Disoase - Object' Intrusion; This is a tangible forn 
, of sono disease producinG n.cency and is' thus l:l. 

, ·nater:lal forn of the next. 
(4)	 Spirit Intrusion. This is tho presoncein the body

9fspirits. These nay cooe'by'theosclvos, they.nay
be sent by a sorcerer, or' tney nrx:!' CODe as lJunl.sh
pent for breach of taboo. Spirit intrusion and , 
spirit posscssi6nt~.y be s1nilar and can be confused 
by ethnographers. ' 

(5)	 Soul Loss. This nay occur by accident or the soul 
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nay bo abstracted by spiritscr sorcorers. 

Clenents nentions three cures for spirit intrusion: 

(a)..	 CODrmnds.:to' depart or exorc::\.,sn., ~ 
(b)	 .Mccn~i,caJ. nCalls suchas c}lppinC; bleedinG or 

purg~nG· '; " : ' '. 
Cc), Brush1I1t; into an i:miI1?,l or object by transference. 

Clenents however docs not nention the nathed of t~~inG the 
spirit so that intru.sion ch~nccs to c9ntrolled possession, which 
is tho funo.p.nentaJ. step in nost instances of healinG; by 
initiation into a forn~~, 'possessed' relationship with the spirit
that is causinc the illness. ' 

. Hoilbwell in his discussi:::,n of, Clenents',· work points 
out that sorcery cap. Duke use of several of tho other ca,usntive 
tochniques neIl:t~oned. Sorcery invfJlves (1) the hunnn GiJ'ent 
(2) the technique onployed {3)' the specific proxinate c~use of 
the [.mladY which actually produces the syrJ~tons. This includes 
objector spirit intrusion and soul loss. (Hallowell:19j5)
1Y'lUrPhy.uses C:ihsncnts!mitegat'i-oslin her ,~co6unt of the beliefs 
in disease causation anoncst tho Eskinos.(Murphy in Kiev (cd)
196'4: 61-69 ) io, ,.' .' ' 

There ,has beon sone discussion as to whether there is 
a belief in naturtl.1 causes at8J.i in prin1tive l'Jec1icine. This 
point ,is well 'reviewed by ..\ckcrknecht inh:1s paper "Uatu';:':J..l 
Disease and Rational Trcatnont in PriD.1tivo Medici:',e. II Most 
authors report that IJiner 'illnesses arc' 'the ones uS,le.llY 
considered )'ne.turaJ.". At the bCG1.nninG of a diseasv no super
nn.turaJ. cla,ricer nay be felt (;'..nd hone reJ:1eclies o.r':1 (;i'Ven. There 
Day not be sufficient concer,n to, oonsult a diviner. ~oDe 
authors clain that all diseases 'nre believed to have ~ supor
natural, oriGin, but in nilcl cases 'the patient will be content 
with palliation and not spend the no~ey on a diviner. Only when 
sinple rcncdies fail. is the conplicated supornaturp.~ naehinery 
put into notion. These diseases ,considered netural by 
~riDitives are: (1) The very sliGht. (2) The very co~on ~nes. 
(3) Diseases inported by Whites. (~ckerknccht:1946:272). The 
reason for this latter is net obvious.' It oay be that it is an 
artifo.ct due to infornants being polite to \fuite investica-tors, 
or it Day be that the explanatory systen is so riGid that it 
cannot accoIll::l.oclate new diseases. Ackerlmecht hioself clooti! not 
believe in the notion of rationality in prinitiye nedicin~ and 
says that ~ild illnesses are just not explained, it is n01 that 
their explanation 1s~aturalistic. ,(ibid: 478). 

Prince, i~::h1sstudy bfYo~b~ 'beliefs about nenttlJ. 
illness found that 20% of casaS'whoo'he saw in'an indicenous 
treatnont centre were saicl to be causcdnnturally. The factors 
involved were faulty diet, sn.."'..1l' insects, worns, black blood 
or watqry blood, hen~ s~okiny, an~other texiceffects and 
hereditary factors. (Pr~nce~n K~ev'(ed): 1964:96). Pre~unably 
sone of those could be thouGht to be clue to oaGical processes 
MSO.' Th" . Ganda bolieve ,that epilepsy can be due to a lizard 
in the brain which nay be there at birth and CrfJw Q.I be 
introduced by oao"'"ical. nenns. (Orley: ,1970). 

The distinction'betwQcn, sorcery and witchcraft has 
been enphasised by Micld.l.etC'll and Vlinter. The tern sGrcery
should be used to describe instangos where cbjects or nedicines. 
arc used f:':.cainst vlctins. SUch acts can be perfornecl by &1Y
one, Md are only call~d, [1agi~nl1 _because there arc no c;rounds in 
Western science for ,believing in theD. Witchoro.ft, howevor 
describes a nystice~ power" resi¢l.i.nG in particular Deople. It 
nay be enOUGh, for a Witch just to wish evi~ acainst a victin. 
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Witches are usually thought to have ether pcwerssuoh [>.s 
travellinr; at superhuoanspeed, turninG into D.!!inals, or 
dissociatine their spirit frc.hthe body· and thus !30in,g nbc:ut 
:?ing evil w~.ile avparontly ,asleep in bod. (Middleton and 
\fJ.nter (eels). 1963). . ,. 

The Ge..nda believe that illnesses can .bo brought by 
spirits or w~tchcraft substances. The spirits are of two types 
that can work in tWG dif~erent ways: 

L·Thcso that cl) net kill people but nerely retu,ire to 
enter into S(ino forn of relationship with people, anel be 
placated. . 

2. These spirits which ?.re exceedingly dangerous and 
whoso'aiI:'! is ti) kill people. These latter are sent aGainst 
people by other"huilans. . 

l:..ncnp:stthe, nearby North Kavirondo Bantu a visitation fron a 
spirit is usually a slew illness., net a sudden Violent out
break. This lE'.tter would be attributed tn hunan' 8,gents.
(Wa:511er: 1959:164). . 

The Genc"l.n do net he.voa strc.ng belief in witches j but 
rather insorderers~ SSf1e witches ~o exist who. prepare 
subs1;e..nces ·which nay be·· placed in such a; way that the victin 
passes near then. These nay Cause a sudden unpleasant. or even 
fatal illness buti! net i!Jj.1ec1iat~ly effective, they n~y C'l 
on to produce a 71(1re r~radua1 and persistent illness. I fl".Vf two 
cases which, I was t'ili, were certainly due tc witchcraft 
SUbstance. One wr:.s a'pr0cressivc wasting disease which lasted 
two years and ended in rleath, and the,:·ther was a c1e.'iontia. 
When those'· substances are walked ovor in. the path, they 
produce a painful swellinG cf a parte·f the borly, typically 
a feat, spreading tc, the rest cf the bGc1y. It nay produce 
snaIl sores,over the lees. There.is a' separate Ganda w~rd for 
poison. Poison is c~~racterised by having to be taken by ~outh 
and it _pr.... 'c'l.uces·' severo. nbdcnine~. pain,vcriiti.n[;) and ultir..1ately 
death if not treated. It is sonetinas c?~led the witchcraft 
substance cf the Europeans. There is nc difference in kind 
between witchcrFct't substance and poison, and there is considered 
to be no esseI).tial difference in their ncc1e af action, even 

. though the one· is swallowed nnd' tho ether· 'can work frc)f1. a 
distance.· Sinilariy there .is c():D.sidered to be no d.ifference in 
kind betw.eenthGse nec1icines which .are- Given by flouth, those 
that are rubbed. over the body and thc.;se. that are wrJrn wrapped 
in a piece cf cl(~th Fl.round the am '-'r waist. (Orley:1970:19-20). 
Beattie. has nade a sioilar point about.,. the neir;hbcuring Nyoro: 

.... t Sb for Nyoro poisoning is p: l,{ihd' cf sc)rcery~indeed 
the- floSt typical kinC'..: .as· 1.vesterners we distinGuish, 

.in terns of what we know of· the operation of chenical 
and physioloGical laws, the act of putti~; noxious 
nedici)'Lo in a :Jierscn's f('(,(I.,. fran tho procedure 
involved in buyinG another kind of ncdicine in·a 

.. path whore an enet.lY will pass: Nyoro nake no such 
nistinction. Even to burn a parson's hcuse secretly 
at niijht with the intention of killing cr injuring 
hin 8..n.d his. fanily is a kind 'of burogo (sorcery). I 

(Beattie in MiCldletone..nd Winter (ods): 1963:29). 

. There are difficulties encughf0r t~ose who wish to
 
relate Western disease cate~ories to prirrl.tive cateGcr~es.
 
For those who wish to relate Westorn cateGorios to prinitive.
 
categories.ofcausation the position isaven nore difficult
 
as is illustrated by Le Vine's study'of the Gusii of Kenya.
 
(Le Vine in ibid). He. states that in anyone instance, death
 
or an illness r1?...y be' ascribed to different causes by the
 
different people invclved. For the uninvolved obsorvers it
 
is nost convenient to ascribe nisf0rtuneto natural causes or
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no"loct. An ill nan hinse1f is likely to Sf::.y tha-c ho >.[~E; I. ::"J 
bE;,fit chad and blru::1c a :~·;)1[1.tive or neir5hbour rE~' '\2:;:' ·~r,[~....'l t,.i 
think the.t he is be-in.:; punished. The relatives in their turn, 
either use the occasion t-(). express their hostilit.yagainst 2. 

third partywhC'!:l they clain is bawitchinr; the ill nan or, if 
. they wish to ,av-::::i':'\. disruption, will clain that it is caused. by
 
the ancestors. Wonen tend to be nere ~rcne te nake witchcraft
 
accusations, perhaps because they are outsiders who care less
 
about their disruptive effect•. ' Lineage elclers on the ether
 
hand, who wish to preserve unity, try where possible, to turn
 
blane of others into self-blane.
 

-, The Gonda rocoGnise ,the way in which different people
attribute rlifferent ca~ses to' an,iJ.,lness-. They have a proverb; 
a Lubaale, Here Spirit, punishes with reason, prnvided that it 
has not killed ,)ne of your own relatives. Bennett found 
difficulties when asking Qanda parents about their Childrons' 
diarrhoea. :~though relatives adnitteda possible cause of 
the ~iarrheea was obusobe,a ritu8~ nist8~e nade in: preGnancy 
or infancy, none adnitted thc.'\t this -was the reason fer their 
own child's diarrhoea (Bennett -ct 31:1964). 1~th0uGh there 
are said tc be sene diseases that result freD the breakinG of 
certain tab~~.r,s , it rl:::.cs net se,cn to be an. :;.I1portant r,eason (~iven 
in these days. Madnoss im a nother following child-birth is 
thOUGht to be br0ught by her conoitting adultory during 
precnancy. Southw61d investiGated the beliefs associated with 
a rash which nay be seen in infants because the [mther ate 
salt dJuring the preGIlancy. He· states thllt although he had 
read about.this b~lief, . 

'I never heard ofa,specifj,ccase of anyone w:i.th the 
disease, and,when I appr0 ached it froo the other 
en~, by ~sk~1 what woul~ happen if anyone did break 

;the taboo, people were pretty sceptical whether anythinG 
,wculd. '(Southwold:1959: 45). . 
'Pecple'will teJ.,l you that buko is an illness that 
people get thrOUGh conoittins incest, but when you 
ask what happens to a oanwho cormits incest and ' 
is not prosecuted they will say "nothing".'(ibid:p 46). 

There aPl"ears tc be no literature' ('n the classification 
. of "natural" causes in prinitive riedicine, but these are not 
necessarily clearlydistin~1Uishe1fron supernatural causes. 
What we nay call "natural" are those exvlanations which are 
rlost sensible in Western teros. In nnny cases those causes are 
thow;ht to be seconcle.ry to supernatural fr:.ctors. The "natural" 
9auses tha~ appear in the literature bay be classified: 

(1) Invaaion of the body by external aGents; , 
(a) ~ivinG aGents, ,wnrns, lizar~s or insects. 
(b) "Non-living.agcnts such as peisons. Poisoning 
is only an ins~ance of disease-object intrusion 
which· happenstc fit' in with' Western notions 
of causation. 

(2)	 Thenal-function or novenent of certain organs 
or the blnoQ. ' 

(3)	 Dietary factors which· includes eating foods which 
are proscribed for ritual reasons. 

(4)	 Hereditary factors which nay be expressed in 
terns of sooe fanily spirit.

(5)	 Environnental factors such as the noon's phases 
or cold winds. 

(6)	 ,ContaGion, the'nechaniso of which is seldoo if 
ever specified. ' 

Thus HoernlG says of the Bantu of South J~rica that: 
'Worns they have seen in their stoels, and often 
think that the pains in their bodies nay be caused 
by such w8,nc1erinr; about' 8..l"'1ong the differont oreans, 
or even by the crcansgettinGdisplaced within the 
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body. I (Hoernlt: .) .-. Schapera (ed) n937: 2?'7) • 

Anongst the Ganda, ston~ch aches of all kinds are usunlly 
referred to as enjoka., Whilst in general this wo~d h~s the 
connot~tion of "worns", not a11forns arc thouGht to be due 
to w-;rns. 1m early European trn;veller' in UGp:.nda reported an 
encounter with woros anongst the Ganda~ 

'~~other difficulty is that natives· often cone for 
treatnent, for inaginary coop1aints.One ~f the ljreat
Waganda Chiefs, the Kaee>, used tJ cooe" to ne 
reGUlarly with his storr a:f' the ,"worn". One day the 
"worn"was in his heart., another, day in the snl?.ll of 
his baok, ~~other tine it had travelled to his am, 
,and so on. I Gave hin the benefit of the doubt, and 
t,reated hin for rheunatisri, oppression,' or anYthing
rational bearing on hiasynptonsi In, spite of all, 
his ai10ents grew daily oore stout and stronG. One 
day I gave hin a strong purgative. He did not reappear
fora week; when,hep-a.ue, he. waS acconpanied by one 
of his nen 1eadihg a fat sheep. He hadneve~ Given 
oetha slightest, acknow1edgcent for the scores and 
scores of tines he had cone to ne for the treatnent 
which he was rec~ivinG gratis. This day he solermly
nade ne a ~resent of a tat sheep. He reassured oe 
that oy last nedicine was splendid. The effect was 
such, he said, that he reallythoueht ho was about 
to die, and that it had utte~ly prostrated hin for 
days. He felt, however', that he 'was cured and he 
cane to thank ne ,Ilub1ic1Y4 It ~as nany npnths before 
he was ,troubled again by his, old elleny the "wern". '. I 
was interested when one day the Mission c\octor; Dri 
1... Cook" incic1ente.l1ynentioned tone that sone 
natives·cnne to hin with ibaginary diseases. They 
cause a serious loss of tine to hiD whon I know to 
be one of the nest ab1e and hard-working nen I have 
had the privilege of neeting eithor in professionc'11.
consultation or in private life. '(,Ansonge:1.899:191-2). 

The, 'Ganda nJ.ao classify sone diseases as, "those at f_ornication". 
These include the venereal diseases but also ino1ude the 
nadness that occurs after ch,i1d-birth. Althouch they have the 
n0tion of contaeion they cannot describe the neohanisn by
which they think it, c:ccurs. TheY believe that epilepsy,
leprosy and consunption are contagious and they isolate 
people sufferinG fran these diseases. (Or1ey::1970:35). 

The relation between ideas of natural causation and 
witchcraft anongst the Azande have been clearly laid out by
Evans-Pritqharcl. '" 

lIn speaking to Azande about witchcraft and in 
observing their reactions to'situations of mis- , 
fortune it was obvious that th~ydidnot attempt 
to account for the existence o.f- phenomena, or 
even the aotionof phenomena, by mystioal oausation 
alone. What they explained by witchcraft were the 

,particular conditions in a chain ofoausation which 
related anindividual·to natural happenings in..such 
,a way that he sustained injury.' (Evans';"Pritchard: 
1937:67)·~' ' 

Thus a victime'of some accident, ;3.1though seeing clearly some 
of the natural events leading up to it, wants to know why it 
should have happened to him rather than someone else and at 
that time rather than at another. Misfortune requires a 
fuller explanation in addition to that which Can b~ given by 
crude observation. 



The naming of r'Useases, however, is seldom related to 
causation in primitive medicine. Naming tends to depend on the 
part of the body affected. and the symptoms of the disease. 
Sometimes the response to. treatment J.s, uS'ad ,to define the ill
ness in broad terms. Junoq. says tha1;: .' , 

'Thonga call the complaint from which they suffer by
the name of the organ 'affect.ed: ,for. instance III have 
a foot, I have a hand " I have a 'neck" , means; III have 
a pain in my' foot., ,my hand o~ my neck ll "• 

"Hehas a head ll means IlHe is·mad". For "I have a head
ache", the expression III feel. my head ll , w·ould 
generally be used.;i(Junod:19l3:430). 

The Tallensiname illnesses by reference to the part 
:of the body' most affected, but there is a vague notion that 
all forms of illness are manifestations of disorder either of 
the head or of the :belly or' of both. ,(Fortes and Mayer:1969: 
41). The Azande know diseas~~ by their major sym~toms. 
Diseases are named (1) After the part affected. (2) After the 
sensations they produce or themr effects on the organism.
(3) After something in natura to which they bear a resemblance. 
(4) After'their cause. (5,) After their cures.· (Evans-Pritchard:
1937:482). . , .. ' , '.' 

The Ganda also:have a 
. 

tendency to think of 
. 

their ill
nesses in terms of·that part ofthe·bodyaffocted. Thus a 
cough may be referred:to as ekifuba (chest), provided that the 
context indicates· that illiJ.ess is being talked about. By
changing the prefiX ot the word, one can indicate different 
diseases of the chest. Thus there is akafuba (consumption or 
tuberculosis) and olufuba (asthma). Because of this already 
established way of thought, the. Ganda seem to have readily 
taken to the idea of a group of illnesses within the category 
, dis eases of the brain'.. (Orley,.1970: p4 L 

The Subanum also use the part of the body affected in 
their namin~ of disease, but they use other ,criteria as well. 
(Frake:1962). Some causes are important criteria in class
ification such as a wound, a bite,a burn or a worm, whereas 
others are not·important as criteria in naming' since they 
appear to cover a very disparate collection of phenomena. 
Such are the sorts of causes _listed by Clements such as object
intrusion or soul loss. It is' only the exceptional case that 
is re-named as a resUlt of a seance or divination. Frake's 
already classic desceiption of Subanum naming of disease 
emphasises the way that symptomatology is used. Symptoms may 
bo,localised~int~rnally or externally i~ der1;ain p~rts of the 
body. Deformity in a particular area or pain, itch or 
irritation in particular areas may help tQ refine the 
diagnostic name.• · 

Mental illness appe~rs to be recognised in all 
areas ,of the world. and is defined by its symptomatology as 
reflected in the patient's behaviour, as also is epilepsy.
Jilek and Aall-Jilok report from Tanzania,. however, that: 

'The Wapogoro do not possess a concept of mental 
disease. ~hey have, howevcr,u fairly clear notion 
of what constitutes a deviation from culturally
accepted patterns. r (Jilek and Aall-Jilcik:1967:208). 

It is uncertain what they mean by this. Edgerton reported a 
study of four East African tribes.: (Edgorton:1966). All had 
terms corresponding fairly closely to Kichaa in Swahili which 
is the word usually used forniadnbss. No great variety of terms 
were found in anyone language ,and whore there are several 
terms they do not seom to imply different symptomatology. 
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Questions about aetiolrg;~ produced no consistent. repli.es and
 
certainly witchcraft was not seen as the sole cause. Some
 
attributed it to a worm in the brain, not usually introduced
 
by witchcraft, others said it came for no reason. All tribes
 
recognise the possibility of multiple causation. Further
 
enquiry in each of the four tribes for a description of what
 
was meant by that tribe's word for madness brought very
 
similar answers but with some differences in enphasis. The
 
Sobei (Uganda)-most oftqn mention nudity, shouting, talking
 

"nonSense and violence. The Kamba (Kenya) mentioned viol~nce 
and nudity most frequently as the features of madness. The 
Hehe' mentioned nudity frequen~ly, but most often mentioned a 
timorous retreat from people to a solitary life in the bush. 
They did, however, talk of two types of madness, the violent 
and the passively fearful. The Pokot most often referred to 
tal~ing nonsense, but murder and arson wore also mentioned. 
They also distinguished between "wild" and "mild" mad people,
but these were not regarded as mutually exclUsive types. A 
notable emphasis in all the tribes was upon nudity. Even the 
Pokot whose men are typically nuda, are horrified by nudity 
among w0I:lren~ Violence soems very 'frequently montioned,as has 
been noted over much of Africa. Hallucinations were very
seldom mentioned, but all mentioned that psychotic acts occur 
without good reason. None of the behaviour regarded as road in 
these tribes would not also have been so regarded in tke vlost. 
Two of the tribes reco~endtroatment more than the other tvlO, 
and this may be related to their belief that it is caused by
witchcrn.ft and n.t least temporarily curable, whereas tl;\)se 
who regard it as incurable tend to recommend harsh treatment 
moro than medicine. ' 

There nave been very few, studies of the indigenous 
classifiCation of mantal illnoss. Those attemptod have usually 
dono nothing Doro,than list the names given tovnrious conditions 
that would bo·calied mental illnoss in the 'West. Exaoples of 
this type of study from Africa have been reported from amongst
the Bemba, the Snona and the Yoruba. It is very difficult from 
these accounts to distinguish what are the indigenous systems
of classification and what has been imposed upon the terms to 
make them fit Westorn diagnostic groups. Thus Brelsford 
discusses various classes of the insane, in many of which there 
are various sub~classes given Bemba names. He lists the classes 
as (1) Idiots· and imbeciles. (2) Madness.' (3) Temporary 
violence or fits. (4) Hysterics. (5) Melancholics. (6) Bhang 
intoxication psychosis. (7) Eccentricity, (not madness), (8) An 
aimless wanderer~ There are several,terms given for varieties 
of sub-normals. Cdses,' which show violence, evon though sub
normal;' are calle,d "mad" '. One infoITlant described· the typical.
madman: ' 

, 'This person, does not, mind anything. He stabs 
another'without fear. He jeers when he is most 
painfully tied up. He swears and curses without 

, fear and reason, and he walks naked without shame. 
'He'docs great violence' and is the proper Legion 
spoken .of in the Bible.' (Brelsford:1950). . 

Gelfand gives the names of many disorders inShona,
 
but there seems 'no' system in his description. This may be
 
due to tho fact that there is no system behind these n~es. We
 
see, however~ the name ebenzi included in three disease nanes,
 
and we can assume that, they should be classed together in some
 
way, but we are not told what meaning this word has. This
 
sabe applios to the word kupenga which also isincludod in
 
three disease names. (Gelfand in Kicv(ed):1964:l65-l70).
 

Aniong. the Yoruba tho'term were is used forall'forns
 
of insanity, particUlarly chronic forms. (Leighton & Lambo:
 
1963:106-8), The symptoms covered by this torm are; talking
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'to onoscl_', obvious h,:,'...L<.l.cinations, aioless actiyity, refusing
 
food because it is thougnt tobe poisoned, sleeplessness,
 
tearing clothes, inappropriate dofaecation, urination and
 
smearing, and sudden attacks on people, with loss of memory
 
afterwards~, The category i!£!:£ is modified by other words. Thus
 
were ulaso (that wears clothes) refers to a patient who is
 
normal most of the: time but becomes mad periodically. ~
 

, agba is the psychosis of old age. Were d'ile (of the lineage) 
is hereditary psychosis. Ipawere is oadqess associated with 
epilepsy.', Thore are d,ifferent words for an acute psychotic 
episode, mental deficien?y, andpostpartuo psychosis. The 
Western category of neurosis is not so easily used in dealing
with priDitive categories • 

. ~ .
 
. .. .
 

tYorubahealers often do not ~~ke a clear distinction 
between physical disease'and psychoneuroses. This 
failure is understandable because many Yoruba 
neuroses present largely physical symptoms. ' 
(Prince in Kiev(ed)L1964:86-8).

Grand mal epileptic seizures and childhood convulsions are
 
given distinctive nanes.
 

f~ongst the Tallensi thq storeotype of the mad person
is that his talk is wild and confused and his behaviour erratic 
and sometimes Violent. (Fortes and Mayer:1969:48). Laubscbar 
makes brief reforonce to tho fact that the Tembu distinguish 
two forns of madness. The one is charactorisedby odd" 
behaviour without undue excitement~ This is thought to bJ a 
sign of the necessity for ritual training to be a doctor and 
if prevented such a person will lose his senses, and become 
afflicted by tho second major category of madness, characterised 
by: 

'Confusion of mind, stupor p~d stuporous dementia, 
and has special reference to epilepsy and catatonic 
stupors. I (Laubschor:1937:222). , 

The Nyakusa can also use tho sarleterm for running mad and
 
having a fit. (Wilson:l957: 53 fn). Some, Bemba use the SaDe
 
word for madness and epilepsy - this latter beingcallod tho
 
"oadness of a hawk."'The Lenjo of Zambia, .however, dO not
 
consider that epilepsy is related in any way to nad~oss.
 
(Haworth:1969:6). . '
 

'The Ganda believ~ that there are four main kinds of 
diseases of the brain. These are madness; epile,p~y,'foolishness 
and dizzinass. They distinguish two kin,ds: of madnes~, the 
wild and the mild. Dizziness is considered to be ~n'illness, 
not merely a symptom; and is thought of as "the brother of 
epilepsy" in .tho same 'l,vq.y that sleep relates to death. Just a 
cough nay be'referred t' 0 as lithe chest" ,so when one asks 
what is wrong ",ith c..mentally ill person, the reply is "the 
head''', E'~though this 'term can also be used for headaches. 
While most people acknowledge that the present classification 
of madness and foolishness as diseases of the brain is "correct", 
Dany of the older people said that these diseases were 
originally thought to affect a persons heart. Epilepsy and 
dizziness were probably always thought to be diseases of the 
head and this is indicated by what ,is probably a ,fairly old 
custom of cupping the head t~,cure epilepsy.~Orley:1970;4). 

The Ganda refer to an illness which strikes only

snall children causing than to have febile convulsions as
 
eyabwe. The word i tsclf ooans 'n'th~irs" (the children's) and
 
rofers to the fact that it is thought'to be brought by "their
 
bird" which is an eagle. This is a reference to the suddenness
 
of the onset of tho" illness,. just .as a bird of prey swoops

down to catch its prey, and also to the fact that during a
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convulsion, the eyes':;l;:.:n up n.s if to see tho bi ru flying

above then. If such a0ird, is soen, the WODen with the
 
children Day shout up a~ it that the child is really qUite an
 
old one, hoping to deceive tho bird into thinking that the
 
child is too old to be attacked. There arc various other
 
preventive Deasures, such as the tying of a s@Bll bell onto
 
the left wrist, the noise' of which will frighten the bird, or
 
attract the nother's attention if tho child Doves to fend it
 
off. (ibid: 9-10).
 

The association of birds with cpileptiforn fits and
 
convulsions seems to be comJon to nany parts of Africa. Anongst

the Benba the tern used for fits in children is the SaDe as
 
that used for a sparrowhawk that is found unconscious on the
 
ground, presU17lably afternissing a swoop. (Brelsford:1950). In
 
another part of ,northern Zarlbia the word used for epilepsy
 
means "tho,nadness of a hawk".' (Haworth:1969:6). Turner has
 
reported that the treatncnt for epilepsy anongst the Lunda
 
consists' of the'beak,of a bird which "flies,up and down
 
spasDodically like an epileptic; [laking 0. whirring sound."
 
(Turner:1963:29). The Wapogoro believe certain birds should not
 
be killed, especially the fish eagle, because it circles and
 
then drops to the earth like an epileptic in an attack (Aall 

Jilok:1965:71). (It is of interest to note that the word used
 
for fits by the ~"~ohave of North lu:wrica Doans il1u>.wks
 
copuln.te". (Devereux: 1961: 73) Y. ",
 

There arc few ethnographic accounts of priDitivQ concepts 
of body function. ~ few investigators give SODe infornation 
as to thewc.ys in which Dental disorder is rela.ted to the 
body. On the whole they are associated with the head or tho 
heart, but occasionally abdooinal structures are ioplicated. 
Thus, as we have already nontiened, the Thonga associo.tc 
nadnesswith th0 head. (Junod:1913:430). The Tallensi have a 
vague notien that all foros of illness are due to disorders 
in either the head or the belly, or both. (Fortes and rJIayer: 
"1969:41). In much of the African literature thoro is probably 
a greater cnphasis on'the associp.tion between oadness and 
anger as expressed in the" ~orican colloquialiso "to get Dad" 
nenning"to get angry". The Nyakusa say that a rnada'l.n Day 
recover but:' 

'When 'he is angry his heart soems to,befull of 
nadness' a.gain.,' " 
They say ECnad person talks to hiosolf like sane

, one in a passion of grief ,or anger, or fear, and 
, noulds tho earth. '(Wilson:1957:80,83). 

The Benba des'cribe the oelancholic o;s one who "has a. heart", 
or is sick in 'tho· heart.' (;Brelsford:1950:47). The Lozi considers 
that' epilopsy is·cause<i by lin insect which when it, attacks' the 
heart 'of a patient causes foaning at thsnouth and ir 
regular oovcoents of the legs and o.rns. (Howarth:1969:7).
il.nongst the 'W~taita (rolo.ted to the Kaoba of Kcnya),illnesses 
of the heart'include" anything invelving abnorLlal cravings,
fears or urges. Thus a typo ef kleptonania is said to be a 
II heart II illness,' a:l.so: 

' ••••Saka (a ,type of spirit j}0ssession) is said te 
belong to this category (of the heart) because it is 
an illness ef IIwantingand wanting". It docs net 
belong to the othor categcry,illnesscs of the head, 
which are called isu, 'no,dness.' ,(Harris:1957:1050). 

Tho Subanun beliefs about the liver are sbbewh~t akin
 
to Western notions of tho hearto.nd Frake recorded no
 
instances of disea.ses being attributed to the heart thore.
 
(Frako:1962). '
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The Ganda beliove that ~ the hoc.rt and br3.in chink, but 
this probably ropresents an,incursion of wGstorn thought, for 
it is stillpossiblo to find older ·people who say.that only
tho. heart thinks. The hea+t is thought not only to be the 
contre of onotions such as fear, ange~, joy and jealousy, but 
in the past . it was. e.lsoconsid,erod the place where wisdon and 

, . oenory resido. Whereas older people believe in tho prinacy of 
the heart, the young nornally say that the brain and the ho~rt 

work together, the heart deciding things and sending a Dcssage 
to tho brain which in turn passes it. on·to tho body. (Orley: 
197°:1) • 

Thero are two conditions' of the heart which in sooe 
cC'..sesnay' represent neurotic illness. In tho first.the heart 
is referred to as being o.gitated. or fearful and in the second 
it. is said, that the heo.rt h~sfo.llen or fniled. The first 
condition refors to a pounding of tho 'heo.rt with fright and 
nay bo used nerely to refer to feoling startled. It is flost 
corrrlonly thought of as an illness in which the person
exporiences an intense fear causing hiD to run away and hido 
in the bush. (Orley:1970jp8). This running away into tho bush 
has been connented on by authors working in Lfrica ns an 

.aspect of the "oad" syndrone. Field describes it in Ghnna as 
a typical feature of nostacuto psychotic op~sodes, ~nd Fortes 
and Mayor note it anongst th0 Tallensi( Gfu.'1na). (Field :1968: 32). 
(Fortes and Mayert1969:66). 

The word used for tho heart intheso eonditi.ons is
 
oLmene and refers not only to ·the heart but to the soall bone
 
at the base of the stornun(xi~histernUI:lrand to the snaIl
 
bono at the base of the spine (coccyx) and the assQciatcd
 
rogion of. the anus. Tho condition in which it is sa~d to
 
fnll or fo.il nay affect either or both of these. It nanifests
 
itself in a general weakening of the body and failuro to oat.
 
Sir l~bert Cook referred toile condition in the usual tern
 
taken by Dsny physicians and surgeons to such disorders. He
 
,vrote of "the stalwart nan with :;l. fraoe of Hercules, who
 
wastes ton oinutes trying to persuade you that his heart has
 
fallon froG its right placo." (Cook:1954:124).
 

The inportance of the heart in Lfrican thought has
 
been oophnsiscd by Muwazo, a doctor working in KaLlpala•
 

. 'hfricans of the pr~sent day roscnblo Europeans of 
preVious centuries' in regarding the heart as tho 
co~tro of lifa; tho soul is .elso thought to reside 
in or near the heart. Africans consider that the 
he~rt is nornally- ootionJ.Qss ,.. ;thoyhn,ve no Imcwledgo
of th~..ci~~tj,on of· tho 1Dloo.d~ ~heexact position
of the he~rt is not· understood clearly, but, the whole 
of the front of the chest 8,nd ·theuppor ab<ilooen is 
regarded as. a d~~gerous a~ea. Palpitations and any 
sensation which can be interpreted RE a Dcvenent of 
the hoart are considered to be specially dangercus, 
for the soul nay be noving and nay leave the body,
and life Day thus be in danger. In sonepatientsfever
is chiefly noticed e~d attributed to the cardiac 
palpitations which acconpany slight exe~~ipn,especially 
if anacoia is present; and Dany Lfricans nre anacnic.' 
(Muwazo and Trowell:1944:~49)•. 

He goes on to state ~hat ~~ny of these cases,nre probably
 
neurotic and others arc nali~gering. These latter:
 

'naturally cooplain of tho heart, for this would 
appoar tho bost illnoss to feign. It would never occur . 
to then to feign a peptic ulcer. or blindness ,. for 
diseases of tho "Heart" or the "Soul" are, in their 
opinion, the DOSt sorious. (ideo.) 
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The final nethodof classification of illnebJos is 
by "nationality". This 'lsually depends on treatnents nnd 
cones into proninence wh,:-n there are conpeting systens of 
treatnent. Illnesses '£'lay be said to have ccne fron neigh'o(;ur
ing tribes and this nay be due to 0. sinilar nental procoss 
that attributes illness to witchcraft frOD a neighbouring 
hODestead~ Where Western treatMent is offered, it seens that 
so~e diseases'are seen to be very w~enable to this treatnent 

. and are perhaps Western diseases. Those illnesses not 
a:lcnable to Weste.rnnedicine (particu.larly psychogenic "ilJ.
nesses are said to be indigenous. The Zulu recognise disease 
as being susceptible to Western nedical treatnents, usually
obviously organic illnesses, whilst psychogenic illnesses are 
distinguishod froI!l theD. 

'These things are "kwaZulu" (of the Zulu Race), and 
cannot'be put right by a,White ru'\.ll.with an 
injection.' ('Loe:1950;10). 

Loudon also discusses accnversion hysteria called ufufunyana: 

'The Zulu class ufufunyana as a Bantu disease, a 
torn they usc to cover all conditions which they 
believe to occur only a~cng their own people and 
to besusceptiblo only to indigenous Zulu ~ethods 
of treatnent •. (Loudon in Opler (ed) :1959:361). 

Thesc diseases arc thought to be due to spirits or witchcraft 
. and are acconpanied by stereotyped dreams and are usually
assooiated with rather ill-defined or generalised pain. It 
nay be diagnosed as such by a diviner. 

11. sinilar approach seens to be taken by the Eskimos. 
Murphy describes a shrewd shaoan: 

~	 He was one of t:q.e shc.-mans who changed, not by
giVing Up shnanisn, but by adjusting shananisn 
to' fit now cirCU1!lstances - recognising, for 
eXal'1ple, that \-lestern i:lodicine works for white, , . . ,rum' s;." aiseases like' tuberculosis, while 
shananistic nedicine works for different i1l

'. nesses.' (Murphy in Kiev( ed)t 1964: 77) • 

. In South Iran it is not the lack of response to
 
Western nedicine that is the principle criterion but a
 
positive response to rituals ained atthe'Zar spirit. The
 
patient attends aZar cerenonY'and if he pecones un

conscious during the cerenony, ..i t is an indication that he
 
:l,.s afflicted by' Zar .. Otherwise. tho".,patient nust go 'to..a
 

'Western style doctor. I' .. . , 

It is interesting to note that the patient·who 
is diagnosed as being possessed by Zar will 

. not respond to any treatnent adninistered by a 
Western doctor.No~ only do they fail to respond 
to nedical troatoent. but in nanycases they
becone worse. If a doctor givos an injection to 
these patients, they becooe. cxtremelynanic or 
withdrawn. In the native dialect, they say that 
Zar and the needle are' nat' conpatible,.and that 
tho nore you give injections the worse the 
paticnt'becones. (Modarressi in Prince (ed): 
1968: 151-2). 

This type of classification into indigenous and 
non-indigenous illnesses is used by the Ganda. Thus not only
do the Ganda ascribe diseases to certain parts of, the body, 
but they also classify thefl according to three sets of 
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dichotonies. 

1.	 Those that con:; by thenselves 'and those that arE; 
Sent or caused by witchcraft. 

2. The strong and the weak.
 
3.: Kiganda and non-Kiganda.
 

In general. tho Klganda'illilesses are those that the
 
G2"rida believe to havpbeen already afflicting then before the
 
Lrcbs ~nd.Europeahs ca.ae,to thoJr country, but the Ge.nda
 
inply certain other things when they rofor to illnesses as
 
Kigandd.. The Ganda think of their'illnesses'as'''strong'' ill 

nosses, ~d they are usually' thought to be sent by another
 
although there are' nany cxceptions~ There: are tradition~l
 
fOTI1s of therapy for then although in these days the
 
traditional art of healing is.thought to have been largely

lost. Western neclicine'is not considered to be particula.rly

effective in treating such illnesseS. The underlying feeling

is that Europeans know how to treat their own diseases with
 
their own nedicines. Those illnesses whioh are untreatable
 
byWestorn nedicino or are difficult to'treat, as in the case
 
with ouch Dental illness, are thought therefore, to be Kiganda
 
diseases, and arc of course- strong since traditional foros of
 
thernpy are not often very useful eithc·r.Therc are other
 
roasons for strong Kiganda illndsses being thought to be
 
brought by witchcraft. Madness, epilepsy and other strong ill 

nesses bring 'an onornous anount of trouble to a patient and
 
their faoily and usu~y tend to follow' a Chronic course GX

tending over nany years, if not a lifetine. In order'to cope

with such a stressful situation an exPlanatory nodel (paranoid
 
in nature) is fornulated by the' fanily, which apart fron
 
helping then to talk about the illness, also absolves then
 
fron blanc and opens up a course of action. No one bothers to
 
use such a nodel when referring to a COld, but the "strong"
 
dise~ses are alnost always said to be sent. Thus tho typical

Ganda illnoss such as nadnoss or epilepsy are said to be sent
 
by anotberKiganda and strong. (Orley:l970:pl5).
 

'The classification into "cone by thcnselves"'and "sent
 
by another", is confu~ecl by the notio~ of contagion. This is
 
a rocognised Bochaniso even though sooe illnesses exe rcgnrded
 
as contagious which we would not so regard in the West,an
 
exanple of this being epilepsy. It' would seen that there
 
always was an indigenous classification of illnesses into
 
contagious and non-contagious, but that this was disrupted by
 

. the advent of Westorn rJodicine, which includes a very strong
notiqn of contagious diseases. Those diseases thought
contagious in the two systens prosunably varied Widely and 
the result has 'peen to leave a certain a~ount of disorder in 
this field. Thoso IJGchanisns of'the·gcmosis of ilhess are not 
Dutually exclusive and although a '''natural cause" is postulated
there is ,still the dosire to explain why this natural cause 
operatqd at a particular tine and in a particular way. 

The evidence presented shows that while African 
nedical taxonooy varios considerably .in detail, thero are 
sone cor]non features, which are well illustrated by the Ganda 
case. The six: nost COJ::lIlon critena us'cd for classifying diseasus 
in Africa, are:' ..
 

,1. The part ,affected
 
2. The kind of sypptoo 
3. Sone convenient na~ural synboL

4.The cause
 
5. The cure 
6. The national origin 

Western oodical science uses categories basodon
 
different criteria. We have soon, for e~anple, that contagion
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'is inpor.tnnt in: "lestern nl;Lticine. as a cause. To the Ge.nda, 
cause nA.y be differcmt2..y detO:ITlined ana the not'':'on of contagim,l
will then only oeinpv:. tantin dotermning social troatnent. 
For tho othnographor it is' norc inportant clearly'to describe 
liis-people's t.axQnooy than to ~evote futile effort to matching
Western scientific and folk ane~yses. '..', ' 

John Orley. 
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